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FOREWARD 
 When my accompanist and I arrived at Boot Hill Farm to work on The Niles-
Merton Songs, Johnnie would be in the drive way, all dressed up in his bow tie to greet 
us. We would work start immediately. It took him three years to get the Niles-Merton 
done. When Thomas Merton came to visit for the first time, it was the first time he’d 
heard his poetry to music. He was stunned, and there were tears. The whole experience 
was magical and I have so many fond memories from that time on the farm.  
 Johnnie, in his late years, still felt like there was more that he had to do. He had to 
get away from folk music. The Niles-Merton Songs was his way of doing that. It just so 
happened that his friend gave him a book of poems, and that I walked in the door at the 
same time. I just came for another piece of music, but then he asked if my accompanist 
and I could come back the next week, and we said “sure.” The next thing I know, I’m on 
the stage with him. 
 Johnnie always wanted us to tell the story. He could tell a good story, and 
sometimes too much of a good story. That was always his thing, though. I hope people 
use these songs to tell the story of Niles and Merton’s work together.  
- Jackie Roberts 
December 20
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Background 
John Jacob Niles (1892-1980), a Kentucky native, is a recognizable and respected 
name in the American folk song genre.  His songs, ranging from “Go ‘Way from my 
Window,” composed in 1907, to those collected in the Ballad Book written in 1961, 
cover topics of love, loss, and life in the Appalachian region of Kentucky.  His songs are 
popular with undergraduate voice students because of their beautiful and accessible 
melodies, lush accompaniments, and relatable topics. 
 However, not all of his pieces are as accessible as his widely performed 
arrangements of folk melodies.  The Niles-Merton Songs, composed in 1968,  are rarely 
performed by today’s artists. The collection presents challenges different from those in 
his earlier songs, due mostly to Thomas Merton’s symbolistic, free-verse poetry. Niles, a 
man who preferred to set his own text in his music, took Merton’s poems and created 
songs that echo the mysticism and emblematic nature of the texts. The Niles-Merton 
Songs present a new vision of Niles as an artist, and offer the vocalist multiple ways to 
interpret and create his music.  
The purpose of this document is to bring to the forefront the complexities and 
sophistication of this collection in hopes that these pieces will be introduced to a new 
generation of teachers and performers.  Designed to be used as teaching tool, the 
document is written with the collegiate or private voice teacher in mind, as well as the 
upper-level undergraduate or graduate student in voice education or vocal performance.  
The charts included in the document outline important musical and technical 
elements for each selected song, offering the teacher or vocalist a quick overview of the 
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piece. Following each chart is a thorough analysis of the aforementioned elements as they 
pertain to the singing artist. Every analysis comes from an amalgamation of the author’s 
personal views after working on each piece, as well as information gathered from Mrs. 
Jackie Roberts, for whom the collection was written. Through the information presented 
in the document, it is the author’s hope that the pieces will be performed more often by a 
new wave of vocalists who love Niles’s music.   
 
Methodology 
 This document will provide historical background information for poet Thomas 
Merton, and composer John Jacob Niles. It will explore through primary resources the 
compositional process of the set, and historical background on poetry selection. The 
paper will also analyze ten of the songs in poetic form and tone, provide a parametic 
analysis of musical elements within each piece, and inform the reader of an appropriate 
age for performers, along with citing the vocal challenges and interpretive and artistic 
choices of the pieces.  
The resources available for study of The Niles-Merton Songs in Lexington are 
invaluable. The University of Kentucky is home to the John Jacob Niles Research Center, 
housed within the library system. The Research Center provides access to first-hand 
resources, and personal interviews with Mrs. Jacqueline Roberts (for whom the songs 
were written) provide significant compositional information.  The author’s affinity for the 
subject matter creates a great framework for interpretation, due to growing up 
geographically near where Merton wrote poetry.  
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Literature Review 
Most of the information regarding the composition of the Niles-Merton Songs is 
found in three sources: Ron Pen’s biography I Wonder as I Wander: The Life of John 
Jacob Niles, Kerstin Warner’s article, "For Me Nothing Has Ever Been the Same": 
Composing the Niles-Merton Songs, 1967-1970,” and Jackie Roberts’s book, co-authored 
with Kristen Warner, A Journey with John Jacob Niles: A Memoir of My Years with 
Johnnie. Pen’s book, published by the University of Kentucky Press in 2010, is the first 
full-length biography on Niles. It is a treasure trove of information, ranging from 
biographical material to interesting tidbits on Niles’s personal life.  The biographical 
information comes directly from Niles’s journals, manuscripts, and an unpublished 
biography, which Pen gathers into a cohesive and enriching reading experience. The book 
also covers Niles’s popular musical works, and is instrumental in understanding how 
Niles grew to love Merton’s poetry.   Pen’s writing also helps the reader understand more 
about Niles’s personality, and how his love for his work aided his drive in becoming an 
artist.  
“For Me, Nothing Has Ever Been the Same,” written by Kerstin P. Warner, is a 
thoughtful look at Niles’s and Merton’s collaborative work for The Niles-Merton Songs. 
Warner, Professor Emeritus of English at Eastern Kentucky University, published the 
article through The Kentucky Review in 1987. The article details how the artists met, and 
briefly discusses Niles’s love for Zen Buddhism. Warner also introduces the reader to 
Mrs. Jackie Roberts, soprano vocalist and muse for Niles. She discusses the creative 
process used by Roberts and Niles, as well as their interaction with accompanist Janelle 
Pope. Warner presents the individual pieces of the collection on a song-by-song basis, 
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giving detail about Niles’s interpretation of Merton’s poetry and how he set the text to 
music. Warner also includes performance details and recommendations from Roberts. 
Warner’s details helped shape the interpretation of the text while creating this document, 
and assisted in producing specific questions for Mrs. Roberts during personal interviews.  
The best information for the document, however, comes from Jackie Roberts 
directly. Niles wrote the entire collection for Mrs. Roberts, and her first-hand knowledge 
of the compositional process is indispensable. Her co-authored book, published in 2001 
by the University of Kentucky Libraries, is full of first-hand information about the 
compositional process of The Niles-Merton Songs, and contains several anecdotes on 
Niles’s colorful character. Personal interviews completed in the home of Mrs. Roberts 
covered topics on song composition, Merton’s poetry, and fine details on the performance 
aspects of the selected pieces. Mrs. Roberts allowed the author to peruse the original 
manuscripts from The Niles-Merton Songs, and use personal photos in both the lecture 
recital and document, captured by Roberts’ husband during the collection’s creative 
process. The information gleaned from Mrs. Roberts proves to be the most important 
source of creating the performance guide for the Niles-Merton Songs.  
Other important articles for the document are “The Paradise Ear,” by George 
Kilcourse (The Kentucky Review), “Ascetism in the Writings of Thomas Merton,” by 
Ross Labrie (Logo), and “A Study of the Style and Content of the Poems of Thomas 
Merton,” by Paul E. Brewer (Master’s Thesis, Loyola University of Chicago). All three 
of these texts describe the fine points of Merton’s poetry.  
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CHAPTER 2:  THOMAS MERTON 
Thomas Merton, American poet, theologian, and social activist, was an important 
figure in religious and social poetry from the 1940s through 1960s. Merton considered 
himself an atheist during his youth, but found his way to God through traveling the world 
and reading religious literature.  After finding spirituality abroad, he took the vow of faith 
at Gethsemani Abbey in Bardstown, Kentucky, living in a monastery that would inspire 
some of his most moving spiritual and activist writing.  His poems, essays, and stories 
cover topics of faith, love, nature, and peace within various social settings.  
Merton was born on January 31, 1915, in Prades, France. His father, Owen 
Merton, worked as a New Zealand painter in Europe and the United States. His mother, 
Ruth Jenkins, was an American Quaker and artist. His father, a practicing Catholic, saw 
Merton baptized into the faith before the beginning of World War I. In August of 1915, 
with Europe in the throes of war, Owen Merton moved the family to Long Island, 
Connecticut to live with Ruth’s parents. They eventually settled in Flushing, New York, 
adding Merton’s brother, John Paul, to the family in 1918. 
The family considered returning to France after the war, but Ruth’s diagnosis of 
stomach cancer prevented the move. She died on October 21, 1921, when Merton was six 
years old.  In 1923, Owen Merton moved to Douglaston, New York to live with his 
mother’s side of the family, but two years later moved back to France with young 
Thomas.  
In 1926, Merton enrolled in the Lycee Ingres, in Montauban, France. Studying at 
the Lycee helped Merton discover his love of writing.1 The Lycee is also credited with 
																																																						
1	Thomas Merton, The Seven Storey Mountain (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1948), 57.	
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introducing him to religious study, although he did not practice Catholicism devoutly. 
During Christmas breaks of 1926 and 1927, he spent time with friends in Murat, a small 
town in the Auvergne. These friends, devout Catholics, struck up a dialogue about 
religion with Merton. Previously, Merton expressed his belief that all religions "lead to 
God, only in different ways, and every man should go according to his own conscience 
and settle things according to his own private way of looking at things."2 He wanted them 
to argue with him, but they did not. Merton explains that he later relized that they  
realized  his attitude "implied a fundamental and utter lack of faith, and a dependence on 
my own lights, and attachment to my own opinion"; furthermore, he claims "I did not 
believe in anything,... anything I might say I believed would be only empty talk."3 This 
meeting would become a turning point for Merton’s religious study. 
In 1928, 13-year-old Merton and his father moved to England. He enrolled in 
Ripley Court Preparatory school in Surrey. On Sundays, the students attended services at 
a local Anglican church, although Merton stopped attending the church after leaving the 
school. In 1930, Merton attended Oakham School, in Rutland. Merton’s father developed 
a brain tumor, and Merton spent most of his free time at the hospital.  On January 16, 
1931, Owen Merton died. Tom Bennett, his father’s physician and former classmate, 
became Merton’s legal guardian.   
Merton turned 18 years old, then arrived in Rome, Italy in February 1933. He 
attended churches, where he observed Mass, but did not participate. During his time in 
the Vatican City, Merton describes having a sense that his father was with him one night 
																																																						
2	Ibid., 64. 
3 Ibid., 57.	
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when he was alone in his room.4 He considered this his first mystical experience and was 
the first time he’d prayed to God to deliver him from his darkness.  He also describes 
visiting the Tre Fontane, a Trappist monastery in Rome. While visiting the church, he 
remarked he felt overcame with anxiety when entering the monastery.5  
  Later in 1933, Merton enrolled at Clare College in Cambridge, England. He 
recalled becoming isolated from his friends and starting to drink excessively and 
indulging in promiscuity. The amount of money Merton spent alarmed his legal guardian, 
Bennett. Bennett suggested that Merton make his home in America, and Merton agreed: 
“I do not know whether it was entirely subjective, but it seemed to me that there was 
some kind of subtle poisoning in Europe, something that corrupted me, something the 
very thought and scent of which sickened me, repelled me.”6  
  After moving back to the States, Merton enrolled as a sophomore at Columbia 
University in Manhattan. It was here that he discovered Catholicism and writing in a real 
sense. At Columbia, he began working for two school newspapers, the Jester and the 
Columbia Review. He met several people through these two papers with whom he would 
correspond through life, and for whom he would submit his first religious essays.  
In 1938, Merton graduated from Columbia with a B.A. in English and began 
graduate work in the same field.  Later that year, he attended Mass at Corpus Christi 
Church, located in Morningside Heights, and found himself participating in the service. 
One month later he met with Father George Barry Ford at Corpus Christi and expressed 
his desire to become Catholic. He underwent the rite of Baptism at the church on 
																																																						
4	Ibid., 123. 
5 Ibid., 125-126. 
6 Ibid., 137.	
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November 16, 1938. A year later, Merton received his M.A. in English from Columbia 
and was confirmed in his faith, taking the confirmation name James. 
Merton originally planned to become a Franciscan friar. However, the priest at 
Corpus Christi informed Merton that, due to his past drinking and promiscuity, he was 
not suitable material for the Franciscan order. Merton took a job in the English 
department at St. Bonaventure University in Olean, New York, where Merton’s spiritual 
life blossomed.  
In 1941, Merton attended a retreat at the Abbey of Our Lady of Gethsemani, near 
Bardstown, KY. He spent three days at the Abbey’s monastery guest house, during which 
he fell in love with the rural location and the opportunities for solitude and prayer.  
Merton decided to stay at the Abbey, and he waited for acceptance into the Order.  At the 
end of 1941, he was accepted into the monastery as a postulant to Frederic Dunne, 
Gethsemani’s Father Abbot, taking the status of novice monk. In June, Merton’s brother, 
John Paul, came to visit at Gethsemani before he went to serve in World War II. During 
John Paul’s visit, he expressed a desire to become a Catholic and was baptized. This was 
the last time Merton would see his brother, as he died when his plane’s engine failed over 
the English Channel.  
Between 1944 and 1947, Merton published two poetry collections:  Thirty Poems 
(1944), and A Man in the Divided Sea (1946). Merton took his solemn vows in March of 
1947, serving as a commitment to live his life at the monastery, and in 1948 he published 
his autobiography Seven Storey Mountain to critical acclaim. Three poetry collections 
were published in 1948: Seeds of Contemplation, The Tears of Blind Lions, and The 
Waters of Siloe.  
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During the 1950s, Merton grew from being an inward-looking young poet to a 
very expressive activist, and a more contemplative and peaceful writer. In the 1960’s, he 
arrived at a broad human viewpoint, and the Thomas Merton Center at Bellarmine 
University notes that he was deeply concerned with the standing of the Vietnam war and 
race relations.7 His book New Seeds of Contemplation (1961) spoke on his views of non-
violence and the simplicity of Christian sensibility. 
In 1968, the new Abbot of Gethsemani allowed Merton to go on a tour of Asia, 
where he met the Dalai Lama on three occasions, the Tibetan Buddhist Dzogchen master 
His Holiness Chatral Ripoche, and ended the tour with a solitary stay in Darjeeling, India. 
In an interview with Time Magazine, Merton wrote, “In my contacts with new friends, I 
feel a consolation in my own faith in Christ and in his dwelling presence. I hope and 
believe he may be present in the hearts of all of us.”8 
On December 10, 1968, Merton was in Bangkok, Thailand, attending an interfaith 
conference between Catholic and non-Christian monks. It was there that he met with an 
unfortunate accident. After stepping out of a bath, Merton accidently touched the frayed 
cord of an electric fan, and received an electric shock. His heart failed, putting an early 
end to Merton’s life. His body was flown back to the US onboard a military aircraft 
returning from Vietnam. He is buried at the Trappist Monastery, Gethsemani Abbey.   
Merton left a great impact on religious scholarship and activism through his 
outspoken, symbolism-fueled writings. Often choosing to write in free-verse, he preferred 
to leave interpretation up to the reader. Merton’s compositional style greatly influenced 
																																																						
7 “Thomas Merton’s Life and Work,” The Thomas Merton Center at Bellarmine College, 
http://merton.org/chrono.aspx (Accessed August 10, 2017). 
8	"Mystic's Last Journey," Time, 1973, 54.	
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the way John Jacob Niles chose to set the pieces when composing The Niles-Merton 
Songs. 
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CHAPTER 3: JOHN JACOB NILES 
 
John Jacob Niles, called the “Dean of American Balladeers,”9 was born in 
Louisville, Kentucky, on April 28, 1892. Biographer Ron Pen lays out his lineage: 
Niles’s father, John Thomas Niles, was a farmer, contractor, and sheriff who instilled in 
his son the love of ballads. He himself was an amateur folk singer. John Thomas is 
credited with teaching John Jacob many ballads and song, and for buying him his first 
dulcimer. His mother, Louisa “Lula” Sara (née Reisch), was a church organist and 
pianist. She taught Niles the fundamentals of music, laying the theoretical background for 
strong burgeoning talent in the young boy. She also exposed Niles to classical music, 
which would influence his compositions of folk music later in life.  
Niles graduated from DuPont Manual Training High School and went to work 
with the Burroughs Adding Machine Company in Eastern Kentucky.10 It was during his 
time at DuPont Manual that John Jacob wrote the wonderfu1 song, “Go ‘Way from My 
Window,” a moving strophic piece about love lost. Niles later said that the composition 
of the piece influenced him throughout his compositional career: “That tune, I think, did 
more for my musical awakening than anything I’ve had to do with. That is, the melodic 
line and the accompaniment.”11 During his time in public school, Niles’s interest in folk 
music led him to create a system of musical shorthand for the songs he heard. He 
continued to practice this shorthand as he was working as a surveyor in various mountain 
counties in the state.  
																																																						
9 “John Jacob Niles: Dean of American Balladeers,” http://www.john-jacob-niles.com. 
10 Ron Pen, I Wonder as I Wander (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2010), 41.		
11 Helen Shea Johnson, “Features: John Jacob Niles: The Minstrel of Boone Creek," 
Music Journal, 1980, 14.			
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When World War I began in 1914, Niles enlisted as a private in the United States 
Army Signal Corps and found himself stationed in Europe. While a member of the Army, 
he served as a reconnaissance pilot and used this time abroad to gather material, working 
with his fellow comrades and collecting songs from their homelands. The war enabled 
him to continue collecting folk songs, resulting in the publication of two books, Singing 
Soldiers (1927) and Songs My Mother Never Taught Me (1929). 
In October of 1918, Niles was severely injured in a plane crash and was 
discharged with the ranking of first lieutenant. Pen writes that he took advantage of being 
in Europe by enrolling at The Universite de Lyon and at the Schola Cantorum in Paris12. 
While in Paris, he studied music composition, piano, and French, among other academic 
endeavors.  
Once World War I ended, Niles journeyed back to the United States, and enrolled 
at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music (1919),13 where he pursued his education in 
music theory and composition. While enrolled, his compositional output consisted mostly 
of folk songs. The faculty did not appreciate Niles’s focus on anything less than what was 
considered “academic” music. Pen indicates that Niles felt stifled creatively,14 and left the 
Cincinnati Conservatory in 1921 to begin a new life in Chicago. His time in the city was 
filled with making and enjoying music. He composed, sang at area churches, and 
attended productions at the Civic Opera.  Niles met several individuals employed by the 
Civic Opera, and through these connections found work at Westinghouse radio station 
KYW, picking out music for the station and eventually getting his own 20-minute spot. 
																																																						
12 Pen, 61.  
13	Ibid., 65.	
14	Ibid., 66.	
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However, things in Chicago were not fruitful artistically, and he returned to Cincinnati 
after just six months in Chicago.   
Back in Cincinnati, Niles met Red Cross nurse and aspiring actress Helen Babbitt, 
and they married in 1922.15 Three years later, Niles and his bride (now going by Hélène 
to appeal to casting directors) moved to New York, where he focused on composition and 
performance. He published his first music collections, Impressions of a Negro Camp 
Meeting (1925) and Seven Kentucky Mountain Songs (1928). While creating his 
performance career in the city, Niles met contralto Marion Kerby, and asked her to sing 
African-American spirituals in his concerts, along with his own original compositions. 
Niles’s performance schedule did not bode well with Hélène’s acting dreams, so the 
couple separated three years after moving to New York.  
Even though he resided in a large city, Niles’s need to study the music and people 
of Appalachia never left him. Pen notes that he eventually met photographer Doris 
Ulmann and formed a professional (and personal) relationship with her. The relationship 
may or may not have been romantic — Ulmann pursued several close relationships with 
women during her travels.16  However, the two were important to each other 
professionally and personally, with Ulmann leaning on him for emotional support, and 
Niles needing her for financial stability and creative outlets. Together, the two made four 
trips to the mountains of the southeastern United States, where Niles would collect songs 
from the people and Ulmann would photograph their lives. These four trips allowed Niles 
to gather the songs that would eventually be published as The Ballad Book (1961).  
																																																						
15	Ibid., 70.	
16	Ibid.,158.	
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In 1934, Ulmann died, leaving Niles an annual stipend in her will. This did not 
bode well with Ulmann’s family, who saw Niles as an acquaintance, not an integral part 
of her professional and personal life. Nevertheless, Niles received said money and used it 
to leave New York City for the mountains of North Carolina, where he hoped to revive 
his composition and performance career. He briefly took a position as Music Director at 
the John C. Campbell folk school in Brasstown, North Carolina, where he and Ulmann 
worked previously.  
Life moved quickly for Niles during this time in North Carolina. Rena Lipetz, an 
acquaintance from New York, became Niles’s new love interest after Ulmann’s death. 
According to Pen, Niles and Lipetz met in New York City on New Year’s Eve of 1932.  
By April of 1934, Niles and Lipetz formed a new relationship, and were married in 1936. 
The couple spent time in North Carolina, New York, and Europe before locating in 
Lexington in 1937. They eventually settled at Boot Hill Farm in rural Clark County on 
April 17, 1939.17  His first recordings were made at Boot Hill Farm: the compilations 
Early American Ballads (1938) and Early American Carols and Folksongs (1940) for 
RCA Victor's "Red Seal" label. He boosted his compositional efforts as well, composing 
and arranging the songs "I Wonder As I Wander," "Black is the Color of My True Love's 
Hair," and "Jesus, Jesus, Rest Your Head."  
During the WWII years, Niles gave concerts that focused mostly on his folk 
songs. It was not unusual for people in attendance to approach him after the concert, 
mentioning how his music had touched them. In a 1943 article in Life magazine, Roger 
Butterfield noted “Incidents like these are a great satisfaction to Niles who believes the 
																																																						
17 Ibid., 187. 
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U.S. has failed seriously to make use of its folk music in wartime. He likes to point out 
that Germany, Italy, Russia, and England officially encourage the use of folk music to 
build up a strong national spirit.”18 Niles turned his attention to art song and extended 
concert works first in the 1950s and 1960s, composing works such as the oratorio 
Lamentation (1951) and the remarkable Niles-Merton Songs (1967-70) based on the 
poetry of Thomas Merton.  
On January 19, 1979, Niles suffered a heart blockage. Despite this, he continued 
to compose and attended the recording sessions of two more albums: the Niles-Merton 
Songs, and Songs by John Jacob Niles.  He died on March 1, 1980, and is buried at St. 
Hubert’s Episcopal Church in Clark County, Kentucky.  
John Jacob Niles’s musical contribution is seen primarily in the world of folk 
song. Niles viewed his musical mission as one of awakening America to its own music, 
Niles stating, “A national culture is a tenacious thing. . . found in its best and purest form 
in the arts of the lowliest citizens-that is, the folk-art creations of the nation.”19 Niles’s 
ability to transform American folk melodies into an art song is evident through his many 
works, and his compositions continue to be some of the most-sung songs in the repertoire 
today. 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																						
18 Roger Butterfield, “Folk Singer,” Life 10 (1943): 58 
19 Johnson, 14.   
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CHAPTER 4: BACKGROUND OF THE NILES-MERTON SONGS 
 
Figure 1. Jackie Roberts, singing in front of a portrait of Niles at Booth Hill Farm 
. Photo used with permission from Roberts personal collection. 
 
The Niles-Merton Songs were composed by John Jacob Niles at his Boot Hill 
Farm home from 1967-1970.  Niles selected 22 of Thomas Merton’s poems to set to 
music. Niles first came in contact with Merton’s poetry through his acquaintance to 
Victor and Carolyn Hammer, two friends of Merton’s.  They presented him with two 
books: Emblems of a Season of Fury (1963) and Selected Poems (1977).  
Upon first reading the poetry, Niles felt two strong connections with Merton: a 
love of nature and of Zen Buddhism. Kristen Warner quotes Niles as saying, “I am not a 
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Roman Catholic. I am a Zen Buddhist. This means if the ceiling falls and hits me, it will 
be alright.”20 Alan Altany states that Merton appreciated the study of Zen Buddhism 
while also being a practicing Catholic. The paradox seen in Zen Buddhism allowed him 
to delve deeper in his Christian faith. He felt that by becoming more and more involved 
in his study of Christianity, he was able to understand other religions with a more open 
mind.21 Altany refers to this as “Buddhist-Christian dialogue,”22 a sense that allowed 
Merton to find more truth in religion.  Niles too found his creative method helped by Zen 
Buddhism: “When composing, I just sit quietly or lie in bed, do not hate anything or 
anybody - that’s Zen -  and then great ideas come crashing in on me.”23 Perhaps he also 
found more freedom in his compositional process, much like Merton did in his religious 
study. 
The mutual draw to nature for both men was what made John Jacob so interested 
in setting these poems. Pen explains that “Niles’s and Merton’s faith really intersected in 
a deeply spiritual understanding of nature.”24 Merton’s living quarters at the Abbey of 
Gethsemani, tucked into the woods near Bardstown, Kentucky, provided beautiful 
scenery and wildlife. Similarly, Niles’s Boot Hill Farm provided such a background for 
composition.   
 
 
																																																						
20 Warner, 29.  
21 Alan Altany, “The Thomas Merton Connection: What Was the Christian Monk 
Looking to Find in His Dialogue with Buddhism?” The Thomas Merton Society, 
http://www.thomasmertonsociety.org/altany2.htm. 
22 Ibid.	
23	Warner, 29.  
24 Pen, 263.  
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The Partnership of Niles and Jackie Roberts 
Jackie Roberts worked intimately with Niles during the compositional process of 
The Niles-Merton Songs.  Roberts possesses a beautiful, expressive voice, and Niles 
chose her voice to be his inspiration for setting the melodies of the work. 
Jacqueline Warnick Roberts was born in Russell, Kentucky. Pen writes that much 
of her family was musical, and her mother was the pianist at Mead Memorial Methodist 
Church in Russell, Kentucky, where she gave her first musical performance.25  At 13 
years old, she took the bus every week to Huntington, WV, to take voice lessons with 
Marguerite Neekamp-Stein and piano lessons with Mary Shepp Mann. She graduated 
from Russell County High, and then attended Oberlin Conservatory, earning a Bachelor 
of Music in Vocal Performance degree. 
Roberts completed the Master of Music degree at Miami University in Oxford, 
OH, teaching voice to undergraduates as a teaching assistant.26  Pen notes Roberts 
married architect Helm Roberts in 1955, and they moved to Jacksonville, Florida while 
he was serving as a flyer in the US Navy.  In 1962 the couple settled in Lexington, raising 
two sons as Jackie worked as a freelance vocalist in musical theatre and area churches. 
Roberts first met Niles at Christ Church Episcopal in Lexington, Kentucky. She 
performed his song “The Little Family” at the church, and as she was preparing a sacred 
music recital and she called Niles for advice. He invited her out to Boot Hill Farm, in 
Clark County.  After she sang for him, he asked her if she would sight-read his new 
piece, “Messenger.”27 This song became the first of Merton’s poems that Niles set to 
																																																						
25	Ibid,, 265.	
26 Ibid., 265. 
27 Ibid., 262. 
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music. Niles liked her singing so much that he asked her if she would be interested in 
working with him on new compositions. Later in the process, Niles said, “If these songs 
have any success, it is because Jackie encouraged me and was willing to sing my strange 
cockeyed attitude.”28 
The new composition Niles had in mind would become The Niles-Merton Songs. 
During composition, Niles, Roberts, and her accompanist Janelle Pope would meet from 
10:00 am until noon twice a week at Boot Hill Farm. Niles would provide six-to-seven 
measures of penciled music to Roberts and Pope, which they would sing. Niles would 
make changes as he saw fit. As soon as everyone was in agreement on the music, the 
measures were inked on score paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. From left: Roberts, Pope, and Niles rehearsing a piece from The Niles-Merton 
Songs. 
Photo used with permission from Roberts personal collection. 
																																																						
28 Warner, 30. 
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Niles used a through-composed compositional style for most of the Niles-Merton 
Songs, which paired well with Merton’s free-form poetry. The exception occurs in Opus 
171, with “A Responsory, 1948” written in 5-part rondo form. The piano 
accompaniments contributed an “airy and transparent quality to the piano, with runs and 
rhythmically complex parts only juxtaposed against sustained vocal lines, or reserved for 
filling in space between phrases.”29 Unlike his other art songs, the accompaniments do 
not often reiterate the melodic line.  However, Niles still worked with what he does best – 
the solo voice. As Roberts explained in her book, “I think Niles was at his best when he 
was writing for solo, and for some reason, the soprano voice.”30  Roberts listed several 
qualities required from a vocalist when singing Niles’s music, including a good tonality, 
intonation, a clear sense of rhythm, and precise diction for the text. However, the most 
important puzzle piece was the sincerity of the performance. Roberts wrote:  
The fusion of poetry and music is one of the things I love most, along with the 
challenge the singer faces in delivering this to an audience. Johnnie always 
insisted that I sing form the heart. Sometimes during rehearsals, he would weep 
openly, saying ‘That’s what I want! That’s what I want!’31 
 
Niles began composing the music for what would become The Niles-Merton 
Songs in the mid-1960s, and in late summer of 1967 the poet and composer met for the 
first time at Gethsemani Abbey. Jacqueline Roberts, Niles’s chosen performer, recalls the 
first visit: 
It was October 1967 when Merton visited Niles and heard the first three songs 
Johnnie had written – “Messenger,” “Carol,” and “Responsory.” It was a thrill for 
us to perform these songs for the poet who wrote them, and his response was so 
																																																						
29 Pen, 264. 
30 Warner, 30.	
31	Roberts and Warner, 34.		
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warm and enthusiastic.32 
 
At that point, Merton gave his blessing to the Niles-Merton project. Merton 
visited again in September 1968, with the first cycle (Opus 171) completed in June 1968.  
The first performance of Opus 171 occurred on November 10, 1968 at Knight’s Hall of 
Bellarmine College. The order in which the songs are published reflects a possible 
performance sequence, according to the intent of Jackie Roberts and Rena Niles.  Merton 
died before hearing the completed set of songs, and this directly influenced Niles’s 
remaining compositions. “The twelve songs that were written after Thomas Merton’s 
death seem to me to have some different qualities from the first ten songs, even though 
the first four songs in this new opus are transitional in that they are meditative and reflect 
the influence of Zen.”33  
In her book, Roberts writes that Niles invited her and pianist Nancie Field on tour, 
where the trio performed nine of The Niles-Merton Songs for the nuns of the Sisters of 
Charity of Nazareth in Nelson County, Kentucky on August 7, 1791.34 They continued on 
for another performance at Agnes Scott College in Atlanta, Georgia. The entire work 
premiered in a single concert on September 17, 1975, at the Newman Center on the 
University of Kentucky campus, performed by Jackie Roberts and Janelle Pope.35  
 
 
 
 
																																																						
32	 Ibid., 30.		
33  Pen, 270-271.	
34  Roberts and Warner, 80.  
35  Pen, 271. 
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CHAPTER 5:  SONG ANALYSIS 
  
The Niles-Merton Songs are a collection of 22 songs composed by John Jacob 
Niles to text written by Thomas Merton. The 22 songs are divided into Opus 171 and 
Opus 172. The poems center on nature, women, and the soul’s renewal in silence, as well 
as sharing a promise of growth during or after dark periods.  Roberts shares valuable 
insight on the text of the first opus: 
When I review them now, the songs in Opus 171 are intensely reflective and even 
apprehensive – facing the ‘anxieties of void.’ At the time they were composed 
there was, as there is now, a sense that the country’s spiritual compass had been 
lost or at least misplaced. Death and dread seemed all the more horrible in a world 
that seemed unable to give life meaning.36 
 
 The songs of the second opus express emotions of grief and sympathy, which 
reflects the impact that Merton’s untimely death had on Niles. Roberts states that Niles’s 
grief was intense, but the grief gave him the stimulation to continue the compositional 
process. Niles sincerely wanted to “do justice” to the poetry, as well as to the memory of 
Merton.37  
The following sections will present an analysis of ten of the twenty-two songs. 
The songs will be analyzed and placed into an organization system, broken down into the 
two broad categories: technical elements and interpretive elements. Range, tessitura, and 
phrasing are included in the technical elements, and expressive considerations and poetic 
form are included in interpretive elements. The songs selected for analysis present an 
overview of the work as a whole, according to Roberts. Her technical and interpretive 
																																																						
36 Roberts and Warner, 50. 
37	Ibid., 34.		
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advice aided in understanding the music and poetry as the author created her own 
interpretation for the lecture recital, and the document.  
Most of the poetry Niles chose to set is written in free-verse style, which impacted 
how he chose to set the music. Free-verse poetry is described as	verse whose meter is 
irregular in some respect or whose rhythm is not metrical,38 and this contrasts 
significantly with the rhyming folk texts of Niles’s previous works. Full of symbolism, 
the writing is dense and takes time to understand. Niles knew this, and wrote of Merton’s 
poems: 
I do not expect you to understand the philosophy and the meaning behind these 
words at first glance.... It took me some time. It wasn't until it was well set to 
music that the meaning of the thing began to percolate in me. And it showed me 
something about how important it is that poetry should be set to music if you ever 
expect to understand it completely.39  
 
The order in which the songs are published reflects a possible performance 
sequence, according to the intent of Jackie Roberts and Rena Niles. However, Roberts 
notes that songs can be pulled from the opuses and re-arranged in any order needed, as 
deemed appropriate for the occasion in which they are sung. Certain songs may also be 
grouped together to create a shorter recital repertoire list when performing as part of a 
recital series, or for life events. For example, “For My Brother: Reported Missing in 
Action, 1943” has been performed for funerals of retired veterans in the central Kentucky 
area.  
Niles originally intended the work for soprano, but Roberts indicates that as the 
songs were composed, they were made to fit her mezzo-soprano voice. She notes that 
																																																						
38 "Free Verse," Merriam-Webster.com, https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/free verse. 
39 Robert A Moore, NILES: Merton songs, opp 171+172, American Record Guide, 2006, 
57.	
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“Johnnie also appreciated being able to use my background and training. He realized he 
was writing art songs, and he knew that this was some of the most complex music he had 
ever attempted.”40  These songs are suited best for the soprano or tenor voice, as the 
tessitura of the pieces work best for those voice types. The vocalist and teacher working 
on these pieces should note that the tessituras of the pieces are quite sizeable. Generally, 
tessituras cover an interval of a fourth or a fifth, but the melodic lines for The Niles-
Merton Songs cover a large range of the voice.  
An overall consideration for The Niles-Merton Songs is the importance of diction 
in performance. Due to the symbolic nature of the text, the performer will want to 
incorporate precision of consonants, elongation of vowels, and often use a speech-like 
quality when singing these songs. This will assist the audience in better understanding the 
text at first hearing. Niles always encouraged Roberts to “tell the story,” and focusing on 
clarity of text will aid the performer throughout the set.  
Recordings of The Niles-Merton Songs for reference and enjoyment are limited. 
The definitive recording is the Roberts’s performance, entitled Jacqueline Roberts Sings 
the Music of John Jacob Niles. The album was recorded at the University of Kentucky, 
featuring pianist Nancie Field. A CD version was released in 2001. A more recent 
recording by baritone Chad Runyan, labled Sweet Irrational Worship: The Niles-Merton 
Songs, was released in 2016. The CD is available on the website CD Baby.41  
 
 
																																																						
40	Roberts and Warner, 24.		
41	Runyon’s CD can be purchased at http://chadrunyon.com/sounds/sweet-irrational-
worship/ 
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Table 1. 
The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Song Title:  “A Responsory, 1948” 
Poet:   Thomas Merton 
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:      Tessitura: 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key/Mode: 	D♭major, D♭minor 
Rhythm/Meter: 
$4 
Tempo: Moderato, eighth note = 100 (not too slow) 
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases 
Melody: Mostly stepwise, some 4th and 5th interval leaps 
Accompaniment: Medium difficulty – arpeggiation and parallel thirds.  
Harmonic features: Quartal harmonies, parallel major to minor key change. 
Language: English 
 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity. 
 - Voice should contain a sense of “wonder” at the 
beginning, with more serious tone through middle section. 
Sense of wonder to return at the end of the piece. 
Text/Poetry Style: Quatrain 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form:  5-part rondo  
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Poetry: 
Stanza 1:  
Suppose the dead could crown their wit 
With some intemperate exercise, 
Spring wine from their ivory 
Or roses from their eyes? 
 
Stanza 2: 
Or if the wise could understand 
And the world without heart 
That the dead are not yet dead 
And that the living live apart 
 
Stanza 3: 
And the wounded are healing, 
Though in a place of flame. 
The sick in a great ship  
Are riding. They are riding home. 
 
Stanza 4: 
Supposed the dead could crown their wit 
With some intemperate exercise, 
Spring wine from their ivory 
Or roses from their eyes? 
 
Stanza 5: 
Two cities sailed together 
For many thousand years. 
And now they drift asunder. 
The tides of new wars 
 
Stanza 6: 
Sweep the sad heavens, 
Divide the massed stars, 
The black and white universe, 
The booming spheres. 
 
Stanza 7: 
Down, down, down 
The white armies fall 
Moving their ordered snows 
Towards the jaws of hell. 
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Stanza 8: 
Suppose the dead could crown their wit 
With some intemperate exercise, 
Spring wine from their ivory 
Or roses from their eyes? 
  - from The Tears of the Blind Lions (1949) 
 
 “A Responsory, 1948” is the second piece listed in Opus 171 of The Niles–Merton 
Songs.  The piece is a superb option for beginning a performance of The Niles-Merton 
Songs, as it “prepares the audience nicely for the special quality of the songs.”42 Written 
in D♭ major, with one modulation to the parallel minor, the song represents a musical 
setting that exhibits the mysticism of Merton’s poem.  Merton opens the poem with 
“Suppose the dead could crown their wit with some intemperate exercise,” inviting his 
readers to think about the separation of two different realms of life. These realms could 
be physical and metaphysical, spiritual and non-spiritual, or, even simpler, the difference 
between black and white. Niles indicated this piece is based on a “kind of sweeping 
melodic line…to me that is quite wonderful.”43  
“A Responsory, 1948” is one of very few Merton poems written in quatrain form, 
a poetic style defined as four lines of verse per stanza. Niles was able to set in a musical 
five-part rondo form (ABACA), which differs stylistically from many of the other songs 
in the work. Each A section uses the italicized refrain from the poem, with the B section 
containing stanzas two and three, and the C section moving to minor mode and 
containing stanzas five, six, and seven. The form also allows Niles to musically create a 
sense of wonder that cycles back, echoing Merton’s questioning of life and death.  
																																																						
42 Roberts and Warner, 41.  
43 Ibid., 19.		
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The author’s personal interpretation of the text, “Spring wine from their ivory/of 
roses from their eyes,” led to thoughts of indulgences (wine, roses) coming from the 
“white” or “plain” sides of life (ivory, a pair of eyes). The C section should present a 
change in emotion, encompassing a more serious tone to reflect the division of two 
entities that once were one.  The phrases “The tides of new wars sweep the sad heavens,” 
and “divide the massed stars,” can lead the performer to bend the body into a figure that 
indicates sadness – a lowered sight line, furrowed brow, lifeless arms.  However, the 
vocalist should understand that the expression of the piece should not compromise correct 
posture for optimal singing.  
The refrain need not have the same sense of questioning at every return – the 
vocalist may choose to vary the expression depending on the verse prior, or the verse to 
follow. There should be a marked notice, however, that the vocalist has returned to the 
refrain: for example, the vocalist may choose to maintain a certain dynamic level for 
every return. 
Expressive challenges in this piece center around interpretation of the text. Mrs. 
Roberts commented, “Certainly Merton’s social concern over the Cold War informs [the 
poem].”44 Lines of poetry reflect this statement – “the black and white universe,” “two 
cities sailed together/For many thousand years/And now they drift asunder.” The 
performer should specifically use diction and emphasis when referring to these lines of 
poetry, so Merton’s intent is properly portrayed.  
Due to the technical challenges, this piece is recommended for an upper 
																																																						
44 Ibid., 39. 
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level undergraduate student or a graduate student. Large interval leaps in the upper 
middle voice of the soprano or tenor voice require finesse: the first interval, and opening 
musical figure, is a leap from A♭4 to F5, followed by a descending octave line.  When 
this leap is negotiated by the singer using proper breath flow and Italian vowels, ease and 
legato are created, as well as secure laryngeal positioning.  
 
Example 1  Niles, “A Responsory, 1948,” mm. 4-5 
 
In the C section of the piece, beginning at m. 22, a modulation takes the melodic 
line into the middle voice register, and the performer is advised to not push the voice, but 
rather to use crisp enunciation to create vocal ease and correct intonation.  An ascending 
arpeggiation at m. 35 moves from A♭4 to A♭5 on the text “the white armies fall,” which 
could present a challenge to younger singers as the voice moves through the upper middle 
voice into true head voice.  
 
Example 2  Niles, “A Responsory, 1948,” mm. 35-36  
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 The refrain returns at m. 40 to end the piece, indicating that the questioning of 
death repeats throughout life, throughout times of war, and times of political or racial 
division. 
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Table 2.  
The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Song Title:  “The Weathercock on the Cathedral of Quito” 
 
Poet:  Jorge Carrera Andrade; translated by Thomas Merton 
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:             Tessitura: 
 
        
 
    
Key/Mode:  C major, C minor 
Rhythm/Meter: 
$4 
Tempo: Marcato – very deliberately 
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases, with variation to fit text 
Melody: Mostly stepwise, one descending octave leap, repeated triplets 
Accompaniment: Medium difficulty – arpeggiation and block chords.  
Harmonic features: Quartal harmonies, parallel major to minor key change.  
Language: English 
 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity. 
 - The piece begins with a light-hearted feel, so the voice 
should be light but still full.  
Text/Poetry Style: Free-verse, tercet 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form:  Through-composed 
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Poetry: 
Stanza 1: 
The cock on the weather vane 
Cannot flap his wings 
Even though today is a feast day. 
 
Stanza 2: 
The sun spreads his great yellow 
Carpet in the courtyard 
As Anna del Campo passes by. 
 
Stanza 3: 
Gold quilts on the balconies, 
Diamonds on the roofs, 
Domes and towers. 
 
Stanza 4: 
Anna del Campo has come 
With her nose in the air, 
A dew damsel. 
 
Stanza 5: 
The cock would like to crow, 
Poor tin Don Juan, 
Stuck on his belfry. 
 
Stanza 6: 
Clouds wheel round him. 
In his blue henyard, 
The burning bird flashes. 
 
Stanza 7: 
Silver cock in the wind, 
Sun cock, paralyzed 
In a desert of roofs. 
 
Stanza 8: 
Cathedral ascetic, 
He knows no other corn 
Than the sky’s kind: hail. 
 
Stanza 9: 
Anna del Campo goes by. 
He flashes sun signals 
To his friend, the lightning rod. 
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Stanza 10: 
Anna, take me to the door 
Of your house of flowers 
Where bliss never ends. 
 
Give me your cool dew 
For my throat of sand. 
Give me your lily field! 
  - from The Collected Poems of Thomas Merton (1977) 
 
 “The Weathercock on the Cathedral of Quito” is one of the author’s personal 
favorite pieces to perform, in spite of the intense technical and expressive challenges 
presented. This piece should be reserved for graduate students due to a challenging 
tessitura, the diction requirements, and emotional expression. The poem was originally 
written by Jorge Carrera Andrade, an Ecuadorian poet, historian, author, and diplomat 
during the twentieth century. Merton translated the poem from Spanish to English, as he 
did other poems by South American poets, because he believed that the poets of South 
America were more sensitive and understanding of the world’s affairs.  
The poetry centers around the rooster perched atop of a weathervane on the roof 
of a church. Throughout the piece, the audience listens and watches as the narrator (the 
performer) describes the rooster’s reactions to “Anna del Campo,” a woman the rooster 
wants to impress, but cannot meet.  This metaphor could be intended to represent an item 
humans want, but cannot have due to various circumstances.  
The poem is free-verse, full of symbolism and metaphor. The tone is comedic, 
seen from the viewpoint of a narrator. Presented in stanzas of three verses (tercet poetic 
form), Merton avoids a rhyme scheme, choosing to write in a story-telling manner. This 
piece is particularly interesting because of the many ways it can be interpreted. Mrs. 
Roberts noted, “This is quite a change of pace…this is fun, dramatic, romantic, and even 
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a little bit sexy.”45 Indeed, one can easily understand Merton’s tongue-in-cheek use of the 
weathercock as a symbol for lust. The weathercock, who possesses a “throat of sand,” 
wants nothing more than to meet Anna del Campo, a “dew damsel.”  By describing her as 
walking with her nose in the air, Merton paints del Campo as a high-class figure, or 
perhaps a highly sought-after person. The bird, who “cannot flap his wings,” is 
immobilized in his desire for this character.  The performer should be able to draw upon a 
feeling of lust but portray this with wit, not sadistic craving.  
  An interesting phrase is presented in “Oh the cock would like to crow/Poor tin 
Don Juan.” Don Juan is a familiar libertine figure often used to describe a man who is 
charming, self-involved, and highly favored among women.  Niles’s setting of the text 
can be sung as a joking interpretation, with the vocalist seemingly laughing at his 
inability to speak, or present a more sarcastic tone, slightly snarling at the lustful metal 
object. Care should be taken to never come across as cruel – Merton uses an inanimate 
object as the Don Juan, giving the piece a cartoonish sense of character.   
 The vocalist can take on the character of the bird at the end of the piece, as he 
speaks directly to Anna del Campo, presumably in his mind: “Anna, take me to the 
door/Of your house of flowers/Where bliss never ends./Give me your cool dew 
/For my throat of sand./Give me your lily field!” The performer may choose to plead with 
Anna del Campo for dew, or focus on the lily field. This is the first time the lily field is 
mentioned in the text, coming in the final line of the text.  A symbol of purity, the “lily 
field” may represent a life without lust, or the satiated need of the weathercock.   
																																																						
45 Roberts and Warner, 44.  
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 The main technical challenge for this piece is the tessitura, covering the octave G4 
to G5. The melodic line is syllabic, written in step-wise motion. This motion moves 
through the upper middle voice a number of times. An example of the motion happens at 
m. 25, with the melody coming a full octave, ascending and descending.  
 
Example 3  Niles, “The Weathercock on the Cathedral of Quito,” mm. 25-26 
 
When paired with the precise diction needed for the text, this text setting creates 
the most difficult melodic line of the ten selected songs. The vocalist should possess 
freedom in the articulators, paired with proper breath flow and support.  
Another technical challenge presents itself in selecting an appropriate tempo. 
Marked as “Marcato – very deliberately,” the tempo for the piece should not move so 
quickly that the text is lost – a slower tempo with precise diction is preferred over a faster 
tempo. However, the wordiness of the text creates a tendency to rush when performed, so 
the vocalist may want to practice the piece with a metronome to maintain correct tempo. 
An example of this comes at m. 31, where the vocalist sings “a desert, a desert, a desert 
of roofs.”  
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Example 4  Niles, “The Weathercock on the Cathedral of Quito,” mm. 30-31  
 
The piece ends with the weathercock begging Anna Del Campo to give him some 
type of relief from his heated seat on the roof. He asks first to be taken to the door of her 
house of flowers, “where bliss never ends,” then for cool dew for his throat of sand.  
Finally, he asks for her lily field. Merton’s use of nature in the final verses reflects the  
items of the only world he is familiar with, which is the outside world.   
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Table 3.  
The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Song Title:  “Evening” 
 
Poet:   Thomas Merton 
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:      Tessitura: 
                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key/Mode:  A minor  
Rhythm/Meter: 
$4 
Tempo: Quarter note = 63 
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases 
Melody: Repetitive single pitches, step-wise movement, strong eighth-note 
motions 
Accompaniment: Medium difficulty – parallel thirds, steady rhythmic pulse on 1 
and 3 
Harmonic 
features: 
Monody in opening statement, “whippoorwill” theme. 
Language: English 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity.  
 - The simplicity of the melody lends to beautiful legato 
singing.  
 - Repetition of single pitches allows for more push-and-pull 
for text expression. 
Text/Poetry Style: Free-verse 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form: Through-composed 
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Poetry: 
Stanza 1: 
Now, in the middle of the limpid evening, 
The moon speaks clearly to the hill. 
The wheatfields make their simple music, 
Praise the quiet sky. 
 
Stanza 2: 
And down the road, the way the stars come  
home, 
The cries of children 
Play on the empty air, a mile or more, 
And fall on our deserted hearing, 
Clear as water.  
 
Stanza 3: 
They say the sky is made of glass, 
They say the smiling moon’s a bride. 
They say they love the orchards and apple trees, 
The trees, their innocent sisters, dressed in  
blossoms, 
Still wearing, in the blurring dusk, 
White dresses from that morning’s first  
communion. 
 
Stanza 4: 
And, where blue heaven’s fading fire last shines 
They name the new come planets 
With words that flower 
On little voices, light as stems of lilies. 
 
Stanza 5: 
And where blue heaven’s fading fire last shines, 
Reflected in the poplar’s ripple, 
One little, wakeful bird 
Sings like a shower.  
  - from Thirty Poems (1944) 
 
“Evening,” one of the most tranquil pieces of the Niles-Merton Songs, comes to 
life through a beautiful mix of poetry and compositional background. The poem is written 
in free-verse style, from the viewpoint of a person enjoying an evening outdoors. The 
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person may be an older individual who is familiar with how children view the world. 
Filled of images from nature, Merton’s text creates a beautiful expressive opportunity for 
the vocalist. It is imperative that the vocalist create a sense of calm and peace, in the body 
and in the voice, to match the poetry. The body should relax, and certain words should be 
emphasized, especially when several words are set on a single repeated pitch. The 
opening text, “Now in the middle of the limpid evening/the moon speaks clearly to the 
hill,” beautifully creates a portrait of an evening sky, crystal-clear and open, which the 
singer should be able to see in their mind’s eye.  
 
Example 5  Niles, “Evening,” mm. 3-6 
 
The opening melody returns at m. 17 with the vocal line moving step-wise from 
G4 to E5 with each new line of text. The melodic line, set to, “They say that the sky is 
made of glass/they say the smiling moon’s a bride,” challenges the vocalist’s diction and 
expression, as Merton describes what “they” say about the earth. “They” refers to the 
previously mentioned children, who possess large imaginations that illustrate the earth in 
ways adults may not. The vocalist can imagine seeing what the children see, and he or 
she may even choose to take on a child-like quality of sound through this section of the 
piece. 
 Appropriate for an upper-level undergraduate student, or graduate student, 
technical challenges for this piece include precise enunciation and the ability to sing 
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softly with full breath support. The singer should never perform the piece so softly that 
the core of the sound is lost, and this skill is often performed better by those with 
extended vocal study. The vocalist’s melody begins a repeated single note, A4, and then 
slightly grows to encircle that pitch. Use of crescendo, decrescendo, and syllabic 
emphasis bring this opening statement to life, and avoids monotony on one given pitch. 
After the initial phrase, the piece is nearly completely written in step-wise motion, 
moving through the upper middle voice. Vowel choice, freedom of the articulators, and 
proper breath support will aid the singer in keeping diction crisp moving through the 
passaggio.  The performer is allowed one forte dynamic, and the singer should use this 
dynamic with care, as it should not interrupt the overall tranquility of the song.  
The melody for the song sprang from an evening Niles spent with friends. Mrs. 
Roberts tells the story of the serendipitous night: 
John Jacob was going to a cocktail party at (poet) Amos Lawrence’s house. John 
Jacob came out on the patio, and heard a Whippoorwill. Johnnie started to cry. He 
got the idea to write Evening from that moment. Amos didn’t know why the 
weeping was coming. The weeping was coming because he was in the middle of 
all this – he stood crying, and his tears just going down his face. That’s when he 
got the idea for Evening.46 
 
 The melody of the Whippoorwill Niles heard is used continuously throughout the 
song, in a four-note motive that begins in the left hand of the piano.  
 
Example 6  Niles, “Evening,” mm. 1-2 
 
 
																																																						
46	Jacqueline Warnick Roberts, interviewed by author, Lexington, January 12, 2017.	
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From there, Niles’s takes the theme and expands it to create the peaceful backdrop 
of a quiet evening.  The Whippoorwill theme moves through registers and often in 
harmonic parallel thirds in the accompaniment. The steady rhythmic movement of eighth-
note figures, paired with solid downbeats in the left hand, create a feeling of tranquility, 
and a hint of hypnotism.  
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Table 4.  
The Niles-Merton Songs 
  
Song Title:  “Prayer (Great Prayer)” 
 
Poet:   Alfonso Cortes; translated by Thomas Merton  
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:           Tessitura: 
             
 
 
Key/Mode:  E minor  
Rhythm/Meter:	
$4 
Tempo: Slowly  
Phrase length: 1 bar phrase, as indicated by text 
Melody: Equal variance between step-wise motion and arpeggiation; leaps 
of 4ths and 5ths.  
Accompaniment: Medium difficulty – parallel thirds in accompaniment, 
syncopation at the beginning of the piece. 
Harmonic 
features: 
Quartal motion, momentary modulation to F major. 
Language: English 
 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity. 
 - Unexpected wording (“time is hunger”) leads to a deeper 
understanding and expression of the passage of time.  
 - Depictions of time as “space,” “void,” “cold.” 
Text/Poetry Style: Free-verse 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form Through-composed  
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Poetry (originally by Alfonso Cortes): 
Time is hunger, space is cold 
Pray, pray, for prayer alone can quiet 
The anxieties of void. 
Dream is a solitary rock 
Where the soul’s hawk nests: 
Dream, dream, during 
Ordinary life.  
  - from Emblems of a Season of Fury (1963) 
 
 “Prayer (Great Prayer),” originally written by Nicaraguan poet Alfonso Cortes, 
was translated by Thomas Merton and is the eighth song from Opus 171.  This is one of 
the shortest pieces in the two opus collection. However, Niles takes brevity and turns it 
into a moving piece about prayer filling the voids of the heart and mind. Merton’s tone in 
the poem is one of stillness. Free of stanzas, the poem’s format focuses the reader’s 
attention on nouns in the first three lines – hunger, cold, quiet, void. The following lines 
point the reader to safe places: solitary rock, nests. Finally, Merton compels the reader to 
dream during the present – perhaps using the word “Ordinary” to coincide with 
“Ordinary” time of the Catholic church. The numbered weeks of Ordinary Time represent 
the ordered life of the Church, during which Catholics are neither feasting (as in the 
Christmas and Easter seasons) or in penance (as in Advent and Lent). Times of joy and 
times of sorrow lead many to prayer, but it is also important when life is at its calmest.  
The word “dream” is particularly important for the poem. A dream can be viewed 
as a goal, or as a literal dream, and the vocalist can decide which meaning works best for 
their personal interpretation.  The line “Dream is a solitary rock/where the soul’s hawk 
nests” can be interpreted as the dream/goal being the best place for a soul to go to be 
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revived, much like where a hawk goes to rest. A hawk is a predatory bird, and perhaps 
Merton meant to let the soul, burdened by the advancing of time, return to a dream-like 
state for rejuvenation. As with all of his poems, Merton leaves the final interpretation up 
to the reader.  
This piece is technically less challenging than others in the collection, so it is 
appropriate for undergraduate students and graduate students alike. The song calls for a 
true legato tone and a sense of rubato. The vocalist should feel comfortable lengthening 
the sixteenth-note figures over the second word of the piece, “time.” This stretch provides 
a play on the word itself, and allows the voice to blossom on the tall [a] vowel.   
 
Example 7  Niles, “Prayer (Great Prayer),” m. 2 
 
 
 
 
An interval of a fifth from D5 to A5 in mm. 9-10 can present a challenge if the 
vocalist doesn’t have proper breath support and pharyngeal space for the A5.  
 
Example 8  Niles, “Prayer (Great Prayer),” mm. 9-10 
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Expressive considerations for the piece include reciting text with words that are 
not normally associated with time. For example, Merton compares “time” with “hunger,” 
two words that are not often paired together. The vocalist may choose to portray this 
metaphor as time being a necessity for growth and survival, much as hunger is a 
requirement for both. “Space is cold,” can be interpreted as the space between human 
interaction freezing the heart or body, proving detrimental to the human condition. 
Merton advises those listening to turn to prayer to heal the mind when space, or void, 
becomes daunting (“quiet the anxieties of void”).   
An interesting compositional idea Niles uses at the end of the piece is the lack of 
resolution after the final chord. By leaving the chord unresolved, Niles echoes Merton’s 
idea that dreams should not end. A dream should be ongoing, and by leaving out a 
cadence, Niles satisfies this thought musically. This becomes one of the best examples of 
text seeing in The Niles-Merton Songs.  
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Table 5. 
The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Song Title:  “For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 1943” 
 
Poet:   Thomas Merton   
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:      Tessitura: 
                
   
  
  
   
Key/Mode: G minor, G major, G Lydian in voice at mm. 33-35 
Rhythm/Meter:	
$4 
Tempo: Adagio, quarter note = ca. 50 
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases, with variation to fit text.  
Melody: Mostly stepwise motion. 
Accompaniment: Medium difficulty – strong entrances on downbeats, triadic, 
syncopation.  
Harmonic features: Parallel major to minor key change. 
Language: English 
 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity..  
 -  Ability to express feeling of grief and loss is paramount   
    to performance.  
Text/Poetry style: Free-verse 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form:  Through-composed  
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Poetry: 
Stanza 1: 
Sweet brother, if I do not sleep 
My eyes are flowers for your tomb; 
And if I cannot eat my bread, 
My fasts shall live like willows where you died. 
If in the heat I find no matter for my thirst, 
My thirst shall turn to springs for you, poor  
traveller. 
 
Stanza 2: 
Where, in what desolate and smokey country, 
Lies your poor body, lost and dead? 
And in what landscape of disaster 
Has your unhappy spirit lost its road? 
 
Stanza 3: 
Come, in my labor find a resting place 
And in my sorrows lay your head, 
Or rather take my life and blood 
And buy yourself a better bed— 
Or take my breath and take my death 
And buy yourself a better rest. 
 
Stanza 4: 
When all the men of war are shot 
And flags have fallen into dust, 
Your cross and mine shall tell men still 
Christ died on each, for both of us. 
 
Stanza 5: 
For in the wreckage of your April Christ lies  
slain, 
And Christ weeps in the ruins of my spring: 
The money of Whose tears shall fall 
Into your weak and friendless hand, 
And buy you back to your own land: 
 
Stanza 6: 
The silence of Whose tears shall fall 
Like bells upon your alien tomb. 
Hear them and come: they call you home. 
  - from Thirty Poems (1944) 
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“For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 1943” is the most well-known 
song from the collection. Mrs. Roberts notes that from the time the song was written, it 
was almost always included in performances of the Niles-Merton Songs.47  Written when 
Merton found out his brother was killed in World War II and was reported missing, the 
poet’s emotional text gave John Jacob Niles what he called “the most difficult piece”48 he 
had ever written.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Niles quote from manuscript of “For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 
1943.“Early morning, August 22nd. By the grace of God – fog and very, very hot, humid, 
but the most difficult and demanding piece I have ever written. Finished. I’m going to ink 
this before I have time to tamper with it.” Photo used with permission from Roberts 
personal collection. 
 
																																																						
47	Roberts and Warner, 53.  
48 Niles, John Jacob, manuscript of “For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 1943.” 	
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Merton’s poetry takes a somber tone throughout, sometimes bordering on despair 
in the second stanza. The speaker of the poem is heartbroken at the loss of his brother, 
seeming to be reconciled only by the tears of heaven calling the brother’s soul home. 
Historically, the piece echoes the sadness surrounding so many soldiers who die in action 
and never receive a funeral in their homeland. The stanzas are grouped according to the 
narrator’s emotions. In the first stanza, the narrator implores the lost soul of the brother, 
offering various items from his own life to replace the life lost. The narrator describes 
how he can offer his hunger, his body, and his comfort in place of his brother’s death, as 
the narrator is unable to sleep, or rest, because he is so consumed with longing.  The next 
six-verse stanza, beginning with “Come, in my labor rind a resting place,” echoes the 
sentiments. The two four-line stanzas deal with the location of the brother’s spirit, and 
introduce the reader to the sacrifice Christ made in death. The final two stanzas form a 
plea for the body to be brought back to his homeland, and for the soul to achieve eternal 
life in Heaven.  
  Performance challenges are abundant in this piece. The performer must be able to 
draw on a feeling of significant loss – if one has not experienced that emotion, it will be 
difficult to perform this song to its potential. At the beginning of the piece, the vocalist 
should use a tone color and dynamic that is appropriate with the sense of longing for the 
missing brother, and then pace themselves dramatically through the duration of the song, 
finishing with a strong funereal character choice.  
 Niles sets the opening text in the middle voice register of the soprano or tenor 
voice, and the performer should feel free to color the tone with sadness while taking time 
to express how Merton felt speaking of the memory of his brother. Descending passages 
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in the voice, including augmented 2nds, indicates a sense of crying as the vocalist moves 
into the lower middle-voice.   Niles also uses D5, C#5, and B♭4 as dissonances against 
the bass tone of C, adding a feeling of grief to the performance.  
 
Example 9  Niles, “For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 1943,” mm. 2-3  
 
At m.19, Niles modulates from minor to major, providing an emotional shift for 
the performer and the audience. Niles sets the text “Come, in my labor find a resting 
place,” in the upper middle voice, and instructs the vocalist to sing with “a great 
tenderness.”  The singer should thus employ a warm, welcoming tone for the passage.  
 
Example 10  Niles, “For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 1943,” mm. 19-21 
 
 
 
Mourning is evident in the descriptive words Merton uses: desolate, lost, dead, 
disaster, unhappy. However, Merton is inviting his brother’s soul to come live in 
Merton’s place, instead of in death by offering items necessary for life to his dead 
brother. Merton keeps increasing his own offerings: “And in my sorrows lay your 
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head/Or rather take my life and blood/And buy yourself a better bed—/Or take my breath 
and take my death/And buy yourself a better rest.” The vocalist is advised to rehearse this 
section more than once to discover where the voice can go emotionally before vocal 
beauty is inhibited by sentiment. 
 The finale of the piece begins at m. 33, with Niles notating the section to resemble 
that of a funeral march. It should be noted that the accompaniment rhythm may seem 
familiar to the vocalist or teacher preparing the piece: it is the same rhythmic motive 
from Chopin’s famous funeral march in Piano Sonata No. 2, Op. 35. Niles’s funeral 
march has in interesting compositional background: 
Many years ago, I was in Holland and saw eight men carrying a coffin on their 
shoulders…somehow, although there was no music actually being played, I heard 
music. I wrote it down and kept it many’s the year. Ultimately, it found its place 
in this composition.49 
 
Example 11  Niles, “For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 1943” mm. 33-35 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																						
49	Roberts and Warner, 55.	
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In stanzas five and six, the performer may choose to let anger be the leading 
emotion, or instead, express physical drain. Merton’s dark text, “For in the wreckage of 
your April Christ lies slain/and Christ weeps in the ruins of my spring,” offers the poet’s 
suffering thought of his brother dying in his youth, while Christ mourns in Merton’s 
wasted younger years.  Merton described his life as a young man as being filled with 
promiscuity, drinking in excess, and other choices that he believes Christ would have 
frowned upon. He explains that Christ weeps in Merton’s wasted youth, while his own 
brother was killed so young that he barely lived. Merton’s capitalization of “Whose” is 
used as a double meaning:  one as a Christ figure, and those who lost their lives to war. 
According to Merton, it will take the money (grace) and silence of both to return his 
brother to a heavenly homeland, as well as his home country. No matter the final choice, 
if the vocalist lets the emotional connection build too quickly, the funeral march section 
at the end will not be as dramatic. Younger vocalists may find it challenging to pace in 
this manner.  
Technical challenges for this song include maintaining legato singing throughout, 
being aware of time signature changes, and negotiating the middle/chest voice mix at the 
end of the piece. This piece is better suited to graduate students, for both technical and 
emotional reasons, but could be performed by an advanced undergraduate student. 
Compared to some of the other pieces in the collection, this song is less vocally difficult 
– the tessitura sits in a comfortable range for the soprano voice, and interval leaps are 
small and fit well in the vocal line. Legato singing should be incorporated for the solemn 
mood of the piece, and for diction purposes. The meter varies throughout the piece – care 
should be taken on observing these time signature changes.   
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A difficult technical passage for the vocalist occurs at the aforementioned funeral 
march section.  The melody at mm. 33-35, written on repetitive D4 pitches in the lower 
middle voice, may be sung in either a chest and head voice mix, or full chest voice for 
dramatic effect. The choice made will be most effective when discussed with a teacher or 
coach.  
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Table 6.  
The Niles-Merton Songs 
  
Song Title:  “Wisdom” 
 
Poet:   Thomas Merton  
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:             Tessitura: 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key/Mode:  C major 
Rhythm/Meter: 
$4@4 
Tempo: Allegretto – in a reflective mood 
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases 
Melody: Equal variance of step-wise motion and fourth- and fifth-interval 
leaps. 
Accompaniment: Medium difficulty – strong downbeats, block chords  
Harmonic 
features: 
B♭minor chord to A13 for “insupportable knowledge;” text 
painting on an unstable chord. 
Language: English 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity. 
 - Tongue-in-cheek views of wisdom are crucial to 
expression of this piece.  
 - Moments of pause to indicate “thinking” help the text 
setting. 
 Text/poetry style: Free-verse 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form:  Through-composed 
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Poetry: 
Stanza 1: 
I studied it and it taught me nothing. 
I learned it and soon forgot everything else: 
Having forgotten, I was burdened with  
 knowledge— 
The insupportable knowledge of nothing. 
 
Stanza 2: 
How sweet my life would be, if I were wise! 
Wisdom is well known 
When it is no longer seen or thought of. 
Only then is understanding bearable.  
  - from The Strange Islands (1957) 
 
“Wisdom” is the third piece from Opus 172.   Merton’s opening text states, “I 
studied it and it taught me nothing,” which sets up a fun, tongue-in-cheek sentiment about 
the importance of learned knowledge and wisdom.  One imagines John Jacob Niles must 
have enjoyed setting this text, understanding the ordeal he experienced with his 
professors at university telling him folk music was too simple for true composers. 
Merton’s tone for the poem reads as slightly sarcastic, and can be viewed as narrated by 
any gender, although the narrator should be considered old enough to embody some 
bitterness on the power of wisdom.  
 Expressive considerations for interpreting the poem include maintaining the 
slightly sarcastic attitude through the piece, and performing repetitive phrases with a 
change in character for emphasis. For example, the text reads, “Wisdom is well known 
when it is no longer seen or thought of, no longer thought of.” Niles indicates for the 
second statement of the phrase to be sung as “an afterthought,” giving the impression that 
it is being forgotten as it is being performed.   
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One pause is written into the piece at m. 7 with the use of the fermata. Merton’s 
text, “I learned it and soon forgot everything else,” can be interpreted as “thinking” about 
thinking, and the pause after the fermata should be observed fully for rhetorical effect. 
 
Example 12  Niles, “Wisdom,” mm. 5-7 
 
This piece is appropriate for upper-level undergraduate and graduate students. A 
major technical challenge for this piece is providing specific emphasis in the text. Since 
the poetry is very sarcastic, the vocalist is advised to go through the poetry line and line 
and make their personal choices about which words should be emphasized for their own 
interpretation. For example, for the line “Having forgotten, I was burdened 
with/knowledge—/The insupportable knowledge of nothing,” the vocalist may choose to 
emphasize “forgotten,” “knowledge,” “insupportable,” and “nothing” to create shape and 
indicate character tone during performance. The tessiture sets in an appropriate range for 
the soprano voice and the highest pitch (A5) is just touched, not sustained. Proper breath 
support will help in negotiating up to A5. Since this poem is light-hearted, diction must be 
used so the audience can understand the meaning behind Merton’s text. Legato phrasing, 
especially in the last half of the piece, is important for creating the tongue-in-cheek 
attitude of the poem. 
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Table 7.  
The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Song Title:  “Lament of a Maiden for the Warrior’s Death” 
 
Poet:  Pablo Antonio Cuadra; translated by Thomas Merton  
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:          Tessitura: 
 
 
 
 
 
    
    
Key/Mode:  G minor 
Rhythm/Meter: 
$4 
Tempo: Moderato, eighth note = 100 (not too slow) 
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases, with variation as indicated by text.  
Melody: Mostly stepwise, interval leaps of  4ths and 5ths 
Accompaniment: Medium difficulty – parallel thirds, monody at beginning of piece, 
often doubling the voice. 
Harmonic features: Unresolved ending, ends on C min7 chord, or E♭add6 
Language: English 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity. 
 - Text indicates the new feeling of suffering loss; the 
performer should know feeling of loss. 
-  Feeling of grief can be punctuated with diction choices.  
Text/Poetry Style: Quintain free verse 
Character: Female voice  
Song Form:  Through-composed 
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Poetry (originally by Pablo Antonio Cuadra): 
Stanza 1: 
Ever since the old days 
The rain weeps. 
  And yet 
Young is the tear, 
Young is the dew. 
 
Stanza 2: 
Ever since the old days 
Death has stalked. 
  And yet 
Your silence is new, 
And new is my pain! 
  - from The Collected Poems of Thomas Merton (1977)  
 
 “Lament of a Maiden for the Warrior’s Death” is number ten from Opus 171. 
Originally written by Pablo Antonio Cuadra, a Nicaraguan essayist, art and literary critic, 
playwright, and graphic artist, Merton translated this poem about a woman’s suffering 
from loss, perhaps her first major loss. Cuardra’s poem is written in quintain form, using 
line breaks to emphasize the connection between emotions of loss and renewal.  
An integral part of this piece, musically and poetically, is the expression of grief.  
While not as detailed as “For My Brother Reported Missing in Action,” the vocalist must 
provide a detailed account of the maiden’s loss. One way to think about the 
characterization is to imagine this from a young girl’s point of view, perhaps 15- or 16-
year-old. Many vocalists performing the piece will have experienced “first love,” and can 
draw upon the memory of how intense love is at that age. Heartbreak is intensified in 
youth, similar to what the young maiden in Merton’s poem is feeling. The text is not as 
dense as other Merton poems, as the poetry is more straight-forward and does not use as 
much symbolism/metaphor as his other poems in the collection. Care should still be taken 
to analyze the poetry and interpret as the individual performer wishes.  
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 An important consideration for this piece is to allow for variations of dynamic 
performance. No dynamics are set by the composer, so the individual vocalist can vary as 
needed for expression.  For example, the final phrase “and new is my pain, my pain,” can 
be sung as a crescendo, like a swelling of grief, or as a decrescendo, with the pain 
become more internal. This type of crescendo and descresendo can be used throughout 
the piece as the performer chooses, so long as the dynamic swells coincide with the 
breaking of the young maiden’s heart.  
Technical challenges for this piece include repetitive melodic phrases, breath 
pacing, and negotiating through the upper middle voice.  Appropriate for undergraduate 
and graduate students, Niles chose to set the melody in a 6-bar arching phrase, consisting 
of step-wise motion from G4 to G5, with variations as the melody cycles. This melodic 
device occurs a total of three times, even though there are only two stanzas of poetry. 
Niles chose to repeat certain words and phrases to create a third cycle of the theme, 
giving more emphasis to words and feelings that he deemed necessary to stretch for 
performance.  
 
Example 13  Niles, “Lament of a Maiden for the Warrior’s Death” m. 5 
 
 
 
This particular song contains four pitches on G5, which is the apex of each phrase.  
According to an interview done with Ms. Roberts, G5 was Niles’s favorite note in her 
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range, and he used it often during composition.50  In fact, every piece in the collection 
contains at least one G5. Because of the melodic phrasing, the breath should also follow a 
specific pattern. Variations occur depending on the text setting, but 2-bar phrasing is 
standard for this piece. There are several leaps written in the melodic line, starting on D5 
and ending on the G5, and from F5 down to B♭4.  Proper breath support and vowel 
choice should be considered when negotiating this interval.   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																						
50 Jacqueline Warnick Roberts, interviewed by author, Lexington, January 12, 2017. 
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Table 8. 
The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Song Title:  “Love Winter When the Plant Says Nothing” 
 
Poet:  Thomas Merton  
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:        Tessitura: 
                 
    
    
  
 
 
 
 
Key/Mode:  E minor, G major 
Rhythm/Meter: 
^8 #4 @2 
Tempo: Flowing 
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases, with variation as indicated by text  
Melody: Mostly stepwise, some 4th and 5th interval leaps 
Accompaniment: Medium – some matching of rhythm with the voice, arpeggiation, 
leggiero descending passage to end the piece.  
Harmonic 
features: 
Ends in relative major key 
Language: English 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity. 
 - The text is highly symbolic/; deeper study of the poem is  
   required for correct performance.  
-  The word “silence” is particularly important.  
Text/Poetry Style: Free-verse 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form: Through-composed  
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Poetry: 
Stanza 1: 
O little forests, meekly 
Touch the snow with low branches! 
O covered stones 
Hide the house of growth! 
 
Stanza 2: 
Secret 
Vegetal words, 
Unlettered water, 
Daily zero. 
 
Stanza 3: 
Pray undistracted 
Curled tree 
Carved in steel— 
Buried zenith! 
 
Stanza 4: 
Fire, turn inward 
To your weak fort, 
To a burly infant spot, 
A house of nothing. 
 
Stanza 5: 
O peace, bless this mad place: 
Silence, love this growth. 
 
Stanza 6: 
O silence, golden zero, 
Unsetting sun 
 
Stanza 7: 
Love winter when the plant says nothing. 
  - from Emblems of a Season of Fury (1963) 
 
 
“Love Winter when the Plant Says Nothing,” is song number nine in Opus 171.  
This piece is highly symbolic; several readings are required to develop a personal 
interpretation of the text.  Featuring a text paired with a melodic line that blossoms as the 
flowing eighth-note rhythm pattern ascends into the upper head voice register, “Love 
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Winter when the Plant says Nothing” is of the most contemplative pieces of the 
collection. This piece should be reserved for graduate students because of the density of 
the text. An undergraduate may be able to perform the piece if the person possesses a 
good grasp of the poetry and its interpretation. The poem is written mostly in quatrain 
form, with Merton choosing to keep each line short to focus on word groupings. The 
narrator for the poem is unidentified and may be completely open to interpretation. No 
indication is given for gender, age, or position in life.   
A major expressive challenge of this piece is to clarify the symbolism used in the 
poetry. Symbolism is abundant in Merton’s poem, which forces the vocalist to spend a bit 
of time reading and rereading for interpretation.  Niles interpreted the poem as dealing 
with Zen Buddhism and the practice of looking inward.51 Lines such as, “Secret/Vegetal 
words/ Unlettered water/Daily zero,” may refer to a blank canvas, or something 
untouched. “Curled tree/Carved in steel/Buried zenith!” could refer to the soul’s highest 
building or monument that is buried under heaviness, be it physical or emotional. Merton 
follows these inward-looking scenes with a literal request to search the soul and find a 
place of complete stillness: “Fire, turn inward to your weak fort/to a burly infant spot/a 
house of nothing.”  In the final verse, Merton uses the symbol of a dead plant in winter to 
indicate the soul’s best hope of growth is silence. A benefit of the dense poetry is that 
each performer can interpret the meaning differently. However, this heavy use of 
symbolism may be difficult for a young performer to interpret and perform. 
 The piece’s technical challenges include fast fourth- and fifth-intervallic leaps 
through the upper middle voice, crisp diction, and breath phrasing. This piece includes 
																																																						
51 Roberts and Warner, 48. 
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step-wise motion and large intervallic leaps paired with syllabic setting of text. The 
performer should be able to negotiate this melodic line and keep the diction crisp, without 
tension in the jaw, neck, and articulators. Merton’s two-to-four syllable lines in the poem 
should lead the vocalist to consider special breath options for phrasing. Due to the dense 
nature of the text, the vocalist should breathe in places that help the audience grasp the 
words. An example would be at mm. 9-11, where the vocalist is advised to breathe after 
“zero,” “Pray undistracted,” and “curled tree carved in steel.” The audience shouldn’t 
hear “pray undistracted curled tree carved in steel,” as one thought with this breath, but as 
two separate thoughts.   
 
Example 14 Niles, “Love Winter When the Plant Says Nothing” mm. 9-11 
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Table 9.  
The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Song Title:  “The Greek Women” 
 
Poet:  Thomas Merton  
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:                 Tessitura:	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	
	 	 	
	 	 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	
	
	
	
Key/Mode:  E major, A major  
Rhythm/Meter: 
$4 %4 
Tempo: Moderato  
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases, with variation as indicated by text.  
Melody: Mostly stepwise, some 7th interval leaps 
Accompaniment: Medium - arpeggiation, parallel thirds, accidentals, rolled chords, 
chant-like quality of voice leads to close following by the 
accompaniment.  
Harmonic 
features: 
Plethora of accidentals, sequential half-note descending patterns.  
Language: English 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity. 
 - Chant-like vocal line is best expressed through rubato 
singing.  
Text/Poetry Style: Free-verse 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form: Through-composed 
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Poetry: 
Stanza 1: 
The ladies in red capes and golden bracelets  
Walk like reeds and talk like rivers, 
And sigh, like Vichy water, in the doorways; 
 
Stanza 2: 
And looks run down the land like colts, 
Race with the wind (the mares, their mother’s  
lover) 
Down to the empty harbor. 
 
Stanza 3: 
All spine and sandal stand the willow women; 
They shake their silver bangles  
In the olive-light of clouds and windows, 
Talking, among themselves, like violins; 
 
Stanza 4: 
And, opening their eyes wide as horizons, 
Seem to await the navy home from Troy. 
 
Stanza 5: 
No longer stand together, widow women! 
Give your gold ornaments to the poor, 
Make run the waterspeech like beads between  
your fingers 
For Troy is burned and Greece is cursed, 
The plague comes like a cloud. 
All your men are sleeping in the alien earth, 
 
Stanza 6: 
But one. 
And Clytemnestra, walking like a willow, stares. 
Beads and bracelets gently knife clash all about 
 her. 
Because the conqueror, the homecome hero,  
The soldier, Agamemnon, 
Bleeds in her conscience, twisting like a root. 
  - from The Collected Poems of Thomas Merton (1977) 
 
 
 
“The Greek Women” is the sixth song from Opus 172.  Languorous in vocal 
motion and rich in text and musical harmony, “The Greek Women” easily moves those 
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listening into the world of ancient Greece, full of luxury, gold décor, and the effects of 
war.  An example of the decadence is seen in stanza three, as Merton describes the Greek 
women in their natural habitat. Alliteration, verb choice, and mentions of color help the 
audience visualize the scene the as the performer sings. Merton uses sibilant words 
“spine,” “sandal,” “stand,” “shake,” and “silver” to create an audible hissing sound in the 
text, aiding in a sense of slinkiness as the vocal line descends into the lower middle 
register of the voice. The vocalist can use a darker tone color as they descend to create 
add richness to the sound.  
 
Example 16  “The Greek Women,” mm. 11-12  
 
Merton’s poem varies in stanza form, allowing each individual line grouping to 
present a singular mood, free of rhyme scheme. Line breaks are used to emphasize certain 
words that coincide with sensuality, as in stanza two, with the break before and after the 
word “lover.”  The narrator of the poem is not indicated by gender or age, but the reader 
construes the narrator is an outsider looking into the luxurious Greek world, perhaps a 
destitute person or a spurned prophet. The narrator could also be someone who is 
imagining themselves in the ancient Greek World, watching the scene as the women go 
by.  
Much like the stanzas vary, Merton transforms the tone of the poetry after the 
fourth stanza. Here he mentions the women awaiting the arrival of their men home from 
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war. At mm. 18-19, Niles musically portrays this by indicating a louder dynamic in the 
voice and piano, and with strong downbeat chords at the beginning of each measure.  
 
Example 16  Niles, “The Greek Women,” mm. 18-19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The vocalist’s use of sharp, pointed diction in mm. 18 – 22 helps aid the feeling of the 
author instructing the women to give their wealth to those who really need it – the poor. 
The feeling is similar to a prophet instructing the rich to re-think their lives.  
At the end of the piece, Merton mentions Clytemnestra and Agamemnon, two 
figures in Greek mythology.  In Aeschylus’s play Agamemnon, there are three major 
reasons why Agamemnon, after returning from Troy, is murdered at the hands of 
Clytemnestra, his wife: Agamemnon’s sacrifice of their daughter Iphigeneia, 
Clytemnestra’s love for Aegisthus, and the curse upon the House of Atreus. Niles does a 
wonderful job of using the melodic motive from mm. 11-13 again at mm. 30 - 32, 
musically illustrating Clytemnestra’s plot to kill her husband when he returns from war. 
The return of the melody reminds the listener that Clytemnestra is one of the wealthy 
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Greek women, and perhaps there is an underlying sense of revenge and wrath within 
these women. With this motivic return, chromatic descending passages in the vocal line 
support Merton’s text: “beads and bracelets gently knife-clash all about her,” and 
“Agamemnon bleeds in her conscious, twisting like a root.” Merton’s use of the word 
“clash” may lead the listener to imagine they can they can hear the beads and bracelets on 
her arms clanking together as she stabs Agamemnon, and feel the rage of losing her 
daughter twisting deeper and deeper into her soul.  
Expressive considerations for this piece include the vocalist choosing when to use 
dark or light vocal color choices and an understanding of Greek history and mythology. 
Merton’s use of descriptive color words in the beginning of the poem draws the reader 
into ancient Greece: red capes, golden bracelets, silver bangles, olive light. These items 
also indicated wealth in the person wearing them. Merton describes the way the women 
sigh “like Vichy water,” which Niles needed clarification to understand:  
I said to Thomas, ‘Vichy water?’ He said, ‘I suppose you’ve never pressed on the  
little lever on a bottle of Vichy water and heard it fizz?’ I said, ‘yes,’ and he said, 
‘Well, that was what the women were doing, they were fizzing.52  
  
Musically, the song breaks down into three separate sections. Mm. 1-17, written 
with stanzas 1-4, introduce the women and their defining features. Mm. 18 – 29, 
consisting of stanza 5, present a change of emotion and musical tone as the women are 
implored to give their possessions to the poor. M. 30 – 36, with stanza 6, musically return 
to the opening section, but focus on the story of Clytemnestra plotting to kill her husband 
upon his return from war. Each of these sections should be presented with a different 
vocal color (examples: dark, light, warm, bright) to help in performance and textual 
																																																						
52 Ibid., 56. 
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comprehension. Technical challenges for this piece include clear diction, a chant-like 
vocal line, and deciding which vocal color choices are appropriate for performance. The 
song is appropriate for upper-level undergraduates who are proficient story tellers, and 
graduate students. With a text setting that is almost completely syllabic, the vocalist must 
pronounce everything clearly, void of tension in the articulators, for the poetry to be 
understood. A chant-like melody is created naturally from the text setting, and works as 
an advantage for storytelling, especially if the vocalist is able to find emphasis on action 
words, such as “walking,” “shake,”  and “twisting.” Rubato should be used freely in the 
vocal line, both for expression and to help with understanding of the text. An example of 
a fine place for rubato would be mm. 11-12, as the performer is describing the features of 
the Greek women.  
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Table 10.  
The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Song Title:  “The Ohio River – Louisville” 
 
Poet:  Thomas Merton  
 
Technical Elements: 
 
Range:            Tessitura: 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
 
 
 
 
 
Interpretive Elements: 
 
Technical/Expressive 
Considerations: 
 - Clear diction is important for text clarity. 
 - The poem is about violence and racism; the violent tone 
of the song should increase in severity throughout 
-  Rubato should be incorporated into the vocal line. 
Text/Poetry Style: Free-verse 
Character: Available to both male and female voices.  
Song Form: Through-composed   
 
 
 
 
Key/Mode: Mixolydian mode on Gb  
Rhythm/Meter: 
$4 %4 
Tempo: Languidity, with tenderness 
Phrase length: 2-bar phrases, with variation as indicated by text.  
Melody: Step-wise motion 
Accompaniment: Medium-difficult – accompanist must be comfortable using a 10 
7/8” long felt-covered board for the cluster chords.  
Harmonic 
features: 
Cluster chords, tone board, suspended harmonies 
Language: English 
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Poetry: 
Stanza 1: 
No one can hear the loud voice of the city 
Because of the tremendous silence 
Of this slow-moving river, quiet as space. 
 
Stanza 2: 
Not the towering bridge, the crawling train 
Not the knives of pylons 
Clashing in the sun, 
And not the sky-swung cables; 
Not the outboard boat 
Swearing in the fiery distance like a locust, 
Not the iron cries of men: 
Nothing is heard, 
Only the immense and silent movement of the  
river. 
 
Stanza 3: 
The trains go through the summer quiet as 
 Paper, 
And, in the powerhouse, the singing dynamos 
Make no more noise than cotton. 
All life is quieter than the weeds 
On which lies lightly sprawling, 
Like white birds shot to death, 
The bather’s clothing. 
 
Stanza 4: 
But only where the swimmers float like alligators, 
And with their eyes as dark as creosote 
Scrutinize the murderous heat, 
Only there is anything heard: 
The thin, salt voice of violence, 
That whines, like a mosquito, in their simmering 
 blood. 
  - from A Man in the Divided Sea (1946) 
 
 
 
“The Ohio River – Louisville” is song number eight from Opus 172. Written by 
two Kentuckians, the piece is a native look at the state of racism in Louisville. The poem 
begins by describing how the Ohio River covers up the noise of the city–barges, whistles, 
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working men shouting over their daily tasks–but Merton and Niles bring the covert topic 
of the text to the front: racial violence, brewing beneath the city’s surface.  Merton’s 
second stanza describes the city of Louisville. When the poem is read as a whole, each 
stanza takes the reader deeper into the intensity of race relations, almost as if he or she is 
swimming deeper and deeper into the murky waters of Ohio River.  The narrator of the 
poem is most likely an older individual, perhaps someone who witnessed racial injustice 
first-hand.  
“The Ohio River – Louisville” features the use of a felt-covered 10 7/8” long 
board by the pianist. This board creates a cluster chord that mimics the sound of a 
steamboat’s bell, and brings the feeling of the Ohio River to life before the vocalist sings 
the first melodic note. The board must be used in performance, or the piece loses its river 
quality. Roberts mentions that Niles thought particularly of Charles Ives during the 
composition of the piece. In a performance of the Niles-Merton Songs, Niles explained: 
Charles Ives came to me one day and said, ‘now, this is what you want to use, 
boy. Give up that right-hand business of using all your fingers in the right hand. 
Just take this board – it’s got a piece of felt on the bottom of it, and jam it down 
on all the black keys every now and then, and then you’ve got a lot of 
music’…when I got around to these compositions, I realized that it was time for 
me to listen to someone as great as Charles Ives. I gave the board to Nancie 
[Field], and I wrote this piece based on a poem of Thomas Merton’s entitled 
‘Ohio River.’53 
 
One expressive challenge of this song is understanding the clandestine tone of 
violence and racial tension, and relaying that message in storytelling.  The piece opens 
with a cluster chord, mimicking the sound of a steamboat’s bell, and the vocalist sings 
“No one can hear the loud voice of the city/Because of the tremendous silence/Of this 
slow-moving river.” From here, Merton includes industrial images of Louisville: bridges, 
																																																						
53 Ibid., 58. 
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trains, pylons, and boats. It is an interesting choice that Niles used such sparse 
accompaniment when underlying mention of steamboats and clashing pylons.  
Example 17  Niles, “The Ohio River: Louisville,” mm. 1-2 
  
In the third stanza, Merton begins to mention death and racial undertones. The use 
of the word “cotton” when describing the singing of those working in the powerhouses is 
indicative of race relations in Louisville. Black migrants from the South, particularly 
during increased labor demands of World War I, settled largely in the big cities of the 
North, including Louisville. These metropolises received more African Americans during 
World War II, along with many smaller industrial centers.54 Stanza 3 continues with the 
allusion to gun violence with the words “like white birds shot to death,” visualizing gun 
violence.  
 Merton’s take on racial violence is most evident in stanza four, as he uses words 
like alligators, creosote, violence, and blood to expose tensions in Louisville. Frank 
Hughes teports exist that African-American babies were used as alligator bait in the Jim 
Crow era,55 and creosote is a black toxic chemical byproduct made by those who worked 
																																																						
54 Iwan Morgan, "Latecomers to the Industrial City: African Americans, Jobs, and 
Housing in Fort Wayne, Indiana, 1940–1960," Indiana Magazine of History. 
55 Franklin Hughes, “Alligator Bait Revisited,” Ferris State University, June 2017, 
https://ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/question/2017/junejuly.htm.	
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with wood and fossil fuels. Stanza 4 goes on to mention the “thin, salt voice of violence” 
existing in the river, giving the impression that the tension is brewing underneath the 
surface of what is visible to the eye. 
When coaching the piece, Mrs. Roberts said:  
 
I grew up facing the Ohio River. There was my yard, the bank, and then the water. 
And that’s what I’d look at, all kinds of moods on the river. When the river was 
calm, it was calm.  So, the beginning needs to be very calm, like it’s a summer 
night. Underneath all of this, all this racial tension and all kinds of terrible things 
are happening, but it’s all covered up. That’s what I would think about when I 
was singing.56  
 
Recommended for upper-level undergraduate students and graduate students, the 
technical challenges for this piece include an upper-middle voice tessitura, dynamic 
contrast, and use of rubato.  The vocalist should use a variety of vocal colors to create a 
sense of mystery at the beginning of the piece, and allow for expressive growth as the 
underlying racial tension is revealed at the end of the piece. An example of a vocal color 
choice comes at the beginning of the piece, when the singer opens with “No one can hear 
the loud voice of the city.” A hushed dynamic in the voice, when paired with a dark vocal 
color, can create a sense of stillness and anxiety of something brewing underneath the 
surface.  The vocalist may choose to incorporate a mezzo-forte dynamic and pair it with a 
bright tone color at m. 10 on the text “Not the iron cries of men” to create a sense of 
urgency. Overall, the added effect of never reaching a true fortissimo level intensifies the 
piece, with softness being more enticing.   
A majority of the pitches in the vocal line are from B♭4 to F♭5, which is a bit 
higher than the tessituras of most other pieces in The Niles-Merton Songs. Niles also 
indicates that most of the phrases should be pianissimo to mezzo-piano, with the final 
																																																						
56 Jacqueline Warnick Roberts, interviewed by author, Lexington, January 12, 2017. 
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phrase marked mezzo-forte. When the tessitura is paired with the dynamic contrasts 
needed for interpretation, a lack of breath support and laryngeal freedom may cause the 
larynx to rise, limiting mobility.  By focusing on taking low diaphragmatic breaths and 
keeping pharyngeal space open during singing, the larynx should remain mobile without 
compromising text clarity.  
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
The Niles-Merton Songs consists of twenty-two songs by John Jacob Niles that 
represent some his most beautiful and classically-styled compositions. These songs, while 
different from his earlier and more well-known ballads and folk songs, deserve to be 
performed for today’s audience. The enlightenment that comes through learning and 
preparing the pieces is worth the work.   
 Niles’ choice to set the songs in through-composed style supports Merton’s free-
verse poetry. The accompaniment differs from his earlier songs in that the melody is 
often unsupported in the piano, allowing the voice and the text to be heard independently. 
Niles, a storytelling master, sets Merton’s poetry in a fashion that, although still symbolic 
and dense, allows the performer to grasp a personal poetic interpretation through score 
study and performance. The audience receives this interpretation and is then allowed to 
let the poetry sink into their own understanding. 
 The performer who studies the pieces will find themselves thinking deeply about 
Merton’s connection to the earth, racial equality, and spiritual life. He or she will also be 
challenged by understanding the text as they prepare the work. Niles’ music allows the 
performer to use melody to intensify the intent behind the poetry, and the singer should 
relish in the emotional availability of the music.  
 It is the author’s hope that those who study and perform The Niles-Merton Songs 
will be changed artistically through the process. Learning the music and studying 
Merton’s poetry increased the author’s abilities as performer, a musician, and an artist. 
May the words of Thomas Merton and the music of John Jacob Niles do the same for 
others.  
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PROGRAM	
 
Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Glücke, BWV 84              J.S. Bach  
1. Aria – “Ich bin vergnügt”                   (1685-1750) 
2. Recitative – “Gott ist mir ja nichts schuldig” 
3. Aria – “Ich esse mit Freuden” 
4. Recitative – “Im Schweisse meines Angesichts” 
5. Choral – “Ich leb’ indess in dir vergnüget” 
              
 
Cycle of Holy Songs                            Ned Rorem 
       Psalm 134                      (1923 - ) 
       Psalm 142 
       Psalm 148 
       Psalm 150              
  
 
 
-INTERMISSION- 
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Ich habe genung, BWV 82a                     J.S. Bach 
1. Aria – “Ich habe genung”                                    (1685-1750) 
2. Recitative – “Ich habe genung!”  
3. Aria – “Schlummert ein” 
4. Recitative – “Mein Gott, wenn kömmt das schöne” 
5. Aria – “Ich freue mich auf meinen Tod”    
              
 
Cantata                                         John Carter  
1. Prelude                           (1932-1981) 
2. Rondo 
3. Recitative 
4. Air 
5. Toccata                   
 
 
Program Notes 
 
Bach, J.S. (1685-1750) 
BWV 84 (“Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Glücke) 
 
J.S. Bach (March 21, 1685 – July 28, 1750) was one of the most prolific and 
popular composers of the Baroque period. His works for voice and instruments 
influenced his contemporaries and the generations after him in a multitude of ways. His 
rise to fame began with being a keyboard virtuoso, but it was his compositions that 
cemented his place in musical history. Bach was a court musician for part of his life, 
composing for Leopold, Prince of Anhalt-Köthen, and August III, but finished out his 
years in Leipzig as the Cantor of Thomasschule at Thomaskirche.57 While at 
Thomaskirche, his duties were to instruct the students in singing and to provide music for 
the main churches in Leipzig. It was during his time in Leipzig that BWV 84 (“Ich bin 
																																																						
57	Christoph Wolff, et al. "Bach." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed April 2, 2014, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/4002
3pg10.	
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vergnügt mit meinem Glücke”) was composed. This solo cantata for soprano was written 
for Septuagesima Sunday, the third from the last Sunday before Lent in Catholic and 
Anglican churches. It was premiered on February 9, 1727 in Leipzig. The piece follows a 
standard Bach cantata setting: aria-recit-aria-recit-chorus, and doesn’t feature any flashy 
or highly ornamented composing. Instead, the listener is drawn into the first aria by an 
introductory ritornello on the oboe, featuring delicate trills and skips. The soprano is soon 
mirroring the oboe, creating a play on harmonics and overlap of texture. The second aria 
is even more playful, with leaps in the voice and oboe parts that embody a happy 
contentment, and feature long, legato passages for the soprano. A few melismas bring out 
the joy of the text. The German text, written by Christian Friedrich Henrici (known as 
Picander), quietly but firmly reinforces part of the message of the church day’s Gospel 
reading, Matthew 20: 1-16. Translations by Z. Philip Ambrose. 
 
 
BWV 84, “Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Glücke” 
 
1. Aria – “Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Glücke” 
 
 
Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Glücke, 
Das mir der liebe Gott beschert. 
Soll ich nicht reiche Fülle haben, 
So dank ich ihm vor kleine Gaben 
Und bin auch nicht derselben wert. 
 
 
2. Recitative – “Gott ist mir ja nichts 
 schuldig” 
 
Gott ist mir ja nichts schuldig, 
Und wenn er mir was gibt, 
So zeigt er mir, dass er mich liebt; 
Ich kann mir nichts bei ihm verdienen, 
 
 
1. Aria – “I am content with my good 
fortune”  
 
I am content with my good fortune, 
On me by God himself bestowed. 
Should I possess no sumptuous 
treasures,  
I'll thank him just for simple favors  
Yet merit not the worth of these. 
2. Recitative – “Indeed God owes 
me nothing” 
Indeed God owes me nothing,  
And with his every gift  
He shows to me his love for me;  
I can acquire nought in his service,  
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Denn was ich tu, ist meine Pflicht. 
Ja! wenn mein Tun gleich noch so gut 
geschienen, 
So hab ich doch nichts Rechtes ausgericht'. 
Doch ist der Mensch so ungeduldig, 
Dass er sich oft betrübt, 
Wenn ihm der liebe Gott nicht überflüssig gibt. 
Hat er uns nicht so lange Zeit 
Umsonst ernähret und gekleidt 
Und will uns einsten seliglich 
In seine Herrlichkeit erhöhn? 
Es ist genug vor mich, 
Dass ich nicht hungrig darf zu Bette gehn. 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Aria – “Ich esse mit Freuden” 
 
Ich esse mit Freuden mein weniges Brot 
Und gönne dem Nächsten  
von Herzen das Seine. 
Ein ruhig Gewissen,  
ein fröhlicher Geist, 
Ein dankbares Herze,  
das lobet und preist, 
vermehret den Segen,  
verzuckert die Not. 
 
 
4. Recitative – “Im Schweisse meines 
Angesichts” 
 
Im Schweiße meines Angesichts 
Will ich indes mein Brot genießen, 
Und wenn mein Lebenslauf, 
Mein Lebensabend wird beschließen, 
So teilt mir Gott den Groschen aus, 
Da steht der Himmel drauf. 
O! wenn ich diese Gabe 
zu meinem Gnadenlohne habe, 
So brauch ich weiter nichts. 
 
 
5. Choral – “Ich leb’ indes in dir  
For what I do I owe to him.  
Indeed, however good my deeds' 
appearance,  
I have, no less, nought worthy 
brought to pass.  
However, man is so impatient,  
That he is often sad  
If on him God above excessive 
wealth not shed.  
Hath he not us through all these 
years  
Both freely nourished and clothed?  
And will he us one day to bliss  
Before his majesty not raise?  
It is enough for me  
That I not hungry must to bed retire.  
 
3. Aria – “I eat now with gladness” 
I eat now with gladness my 
humblest of bread  
And grant to my neighbor sincerely 
what he hath. 
A conscience ever quiet, a spirit ever 
gay,  
A heart ever thankful, exalting with 
praise,  
Increases one's blessings and 
sweetens one's need. 
4. Recitative – “With sweat upon my 
countenance” 
With sweat upon my countenance  
I will meanwhile my bread enjoy,  
And when my life's full course,  
My life's last evening, once is 
finished,  
Then God will deal me all my pence,  
As sure as heaven stands!  
Oh, if I may this favor  
As my reward of mercy savor  
I shall nought further need.  
 
5. Chorale – “I live meanwhile in the 
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vergnüget” 
 
Ich leb’ indes in dir vergnüget 
Und sterb ohn alle Kümmernis, 
Mir genüget, wie es mein Gott füget, 
Ich glaub und bin es ganz gewiss: 
Durch deine Gnad und Christi Blut 
 
Machst du's mit meinem Ende gut. 
contented” 
I live meanwhile in thee contented  
And die, all troubles laid aside;  
Sufficient is what my God gives me,  
Of this I am in faith convinced:  
Through thy dear grace and Christ's 
blood  
Makes thou mine own life's finish 
good. 
 
 
wwwwwwwww 
 
Rorem (1923 - )  
Cycle of Holy Songs 
 
 Ned Rorem was born in Richmond, Indiana, on October 23, 1923.  He is 
celebrated as an American composer and writer, influenced by the early twentieth century 
works of Stravinsky and the French impressionists, as well as legendary jazz vocalist 
Billie Holiday. Rorem attended Northwestern, Curtis, and Tanglewood, but finished his 
studies at Julliard School (BA in 1947, MM in 1949).  He moved to Paris in 1952 and 
broke into the tight circle of Cocteau, Auric and Poulenc, but eventually made his way 
back to the USA in 1958, where he composed and was eventually appointed at the Curtis 
Institute in 1980.  
Rorem’s greatest legacy is his collection of nearly 400 songs for solo voice and 
piano, and for voice and chamber ensemble. He has noted that it was not the human voice 
in itself, but the “poetry as expressed through the voice,”58 that led him to composition. 
Rorem’s vocal music is shaped heavily by his use of prosody – his texts are always set 
very naturally, and shaped by the vocal line. The Cycle of Holy Songs was composed in 
																																																						
58	Ned Rorem, “Liner notes to Evidence of Things Not Seen,” Kurt Ollman, bar/Lisa 
Saffer, A/Lorraine Hunt, S, New World Records 80575, CD, 1999. 
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1950, and features sharp rhythmic changes paired with long, legato passages, shifting of 
tonal areas to fit moods of the text, and emphasis on “praising the Lord.”  It is easy to 
hear David’s elation and struggle with his faith through these four songs to God.  
 
 
J.S. Bach  (1685-1750) 
BWV 82a (“Ich habe genung”)  
 
 This cantata, composed while Bach was in Leipzig, was written for the Feast of 
the Purification of Mary and first sung on February 2, 1727.59  Originally written as a 
solo cantata for bass, Bach wrote a second version for soprano, which premiered on 
February 2, 1731, also in Leipzig.  Also called The Feast of the Presentation of Jesus at 
the Temple, this fixed date celebration of the church focuses on an early moment in the 
life of Jesus. The coordinating Gospel is Luke 2: 22-32.  Translations by Z. Philip 
Ambrose 
 
 
BWV 82a, “Ich habe genung” 
 
1. Aria – “Ich habe genung…” 
 
Ich habe genung, 
Ich habe den Heiland, das Hoffen der Frommen, 
Auf meine begierigen Arme genommen; 
Ich habe genung!  
Ich hab ihn erblickt, 
Mein Glaube hat Jesum ans Herze gedrückt; 
Nun wünsch ich, noch heute mit Freuden 
Von hinnen zu scheiden. 
 
 
1. Aria – “I have now enough…” 
 
I have now enough,  
I have now my Savior, the hope of the faithful  
Within my desiring embrace now enfolded;  
I have now enough! 
On him have I gazed,  
My faith now hath Jesus impressed on my heart;  
I would now, today yet, with gladness make my 
departure. 
																																																						
59	Christoph Wolff, et al. "Bach." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 
University Press, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/4002
3pg10.	
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2. Recitative – “Ich habe genung!”  
 
Ich habe genung! 
Mein Trost ist nur allein, 
Dass Jesus mein und ich sein eigen möchte sein. 
Im Glauben halt ich ihn, 
Da seh ich auch mit Simeon 
Die Freude jenes Lebens schon. 
Lasst uns mit diesem Manne ziehn! 
Ach! möchte mich von meines Leibes Ketten 
Der Herr erretten; 
Ach! wäre doch mein Abschied hier, 
Mit Freuden sagt ich, Welt, zu dir: 
Ich habe genung. 
 
 
3. Aria – “Schlummert ein…” 
 
Schlummert ein, ihr matten Augen, 
Fallet sanft und selig zu! 
Welt, ich bleibe nicht mehr hier, 
Hab ich doch kein Teil an dir, 
Das der Seele könnte taugen. 
Hier muss ich das Elend bauen, 
Aber dort, dort werd ich schauen 
Süßen Friede, stille Ruh. 
 
4. Recitative – “Mein Gott! Wenn kömmt das 
schöne: Nun!”  
   
Mein Gott! wenn kömmt das schöne: Nun! 
Da ich im Friede fahren werde 
Und in dem Sande kühler Erde 
Und dort bei dir im Schoße ruhn? 
Der Abschied ist gemacht, 
Welt, gute Nacht! 
 
 
5. Aria – “Ich freue mich auf meinen Tod…” 
 
Ich freue mich auf meinen Tod, 
Ach, hätt er sich schon eingefunden. 
Da entkomm ich aller Not, 
Die mich noch auf der Welt gebunden. 
 
2. Recitative – “I have now enough!” 
I have now enough! 
My hope is this alone,  
That Jesus belong to me and I him.  
In faith I hold to him,  
For I, too, see with Simeon  
The gladness of that life beyond.  
Let us in this man's burden join!  
Ah! Would that from the bondage of 
my body  
The Lord might free me.  
Ah! My departure, were it here,  
With joy I'd say to thee, O world:  
I have now enough.  
3. Aria – “Slumber now…” 
Slumber now, ye eyes so weary,  
Fall in soft and calm repose! 
World, I dwell no longer here,  
Since I have no share in thee  
Which my soul could offer comfort.  
Here I must with sorrow reckon,  
But yet, there, there I shall witness  
Sweet repose and quiet rest. 
4. Recitative – “My God! When 
comes the blessed ‘Now!’” 
My God! When comes that blessed 
"Now!"  
When I in peace shall walk forever  
In the sand of earth's own coolness  
And there within thy bosom rest?  
My parting is achieved,  
World, good night!  
5. Aria – “Rejoicing do I greet my 
death…” 
Rejoicing do I greet my death,  
Ah, would that it had come already. 
I'll escape then all the woe  
Which here in the world confine me. 
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wwwwwwwww 
 
 
 
 
John Carter (1932-1981) 
Cantata  
 
 John Carter, African-American pianist and composer, is widely recognized for 
his Cantata for voice and piano (also arranged for voice and orchestra), his only 
published work. However, the details of his life and compositions are not well known.  
Dr. Casey Robards, currently a Lecturer in Collaborative Piano at Central Michigan 
University and faculty pianist/vocal coach at the Bay View Music Festival, completed her 
doctoral dissertation on Carter, and notes that he was born in St. Louis, Missouri on April 
19, 1932, but this cannot be verified because he indicated his own birth year as 1937 in 
two interviews. He attended Oberlin Conservatory, studying piano, but dropped out after 
his first year. Upon leaving, he entered the Special Services of the United States Army, 
working as a musical entertainer for the enlisted. Carter moved to New York City after 
his military service, and developed a friendship with William Warfield and Leontyne 
Price. The Cantata premiered on April 5, 1959, sung by Price at Constitution Hall in 
Philadelphia.   
In her dissertation, Robards quotes Carter describing the work in this way, taken 
from the Black Music Center Seminar at Indiana University in 1969:  
Cantata is based on a few well-known spirituals. I was always curious that Black  
composers rarely concerned themselves with this music. They’ve been arranged, 
but Black composers have not cared for their folk music as have Chopin or   
Bartók, for example. Even the arrangements seem timid, and have always been 
brief. This is not the way you hear them when the choruses sing them; the 
arrangement may look as if the performance would last only two minutes, but the 
chorus sings for five. This is what I decided to do with this material, with one 
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movement for each of the five spirituals. The first, for piano alone, is the Prelude. 
Second is a rondo, based on Peter, Go Ring Them Bells. Sometimes I Feel Like a 
Motherless Child is third, as an air, and then comes Let Us Break Bread Together. 
The last movement is a toccata, Ride on, King Jesus.60  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																						
60	Casey Robards, “John Daniels Carter: A biographical and musical profile with original 
piano transcription of Requiem Seditiosam: in memoriam Medgar Evers,” DMA diss., 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, 2012, http://caseyrobards.com/wp-
content/uploads/pdfs/Dissertation_JDCarter_byCRobards.pdf. 
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PROGRAM 
 
         Chanson  perpetuelle, Op. 37  (1898)                    Ernest Chausson 
Text: Charles Cros             (1855-1899) 
 
         Chansons madécasses (1925-26)                     Maurice Ravel 
Text: Évariste de Parny            (1875-1937) 
1. “Nahandove, ô belle Nahandove” 
2. “Méfiez-vous des Blancs” 
3. “Il est doux de se coucher” 
 
 
-INTERMISSION- 
 
 
  
           Selections from Italienisches Liederbuch (1892; 1896)               Hugo Wolf 
  Text: Paul Heyse            (1860-1903) 
1. “Sterb' ich, so hüllt in Blumen meine Glieder” 
2. “Schweig’ Einmal stil”  
3. “Wir haben beide” 
4. “Ein Ständchen Euch zu bringen” 
5. “Ich hab in Penna” 
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    “Storiella d’amore” (1883; text: Ghislanzoni)                  Giacomo Puccini 
    “Morire?” (1917; text: Adami )      (1858-1924)  
    “E  l’uccellino”  (1898; text: Fucini)  
    “Sole e amore” (1888; text: Puccini) 
 
     “Go ‘Way from My Window”                              John Jacob Niles 
     “Black is the Color”                      (1892-1980) 
     “Ribbon Bow”   
     “The Wild Rider”  
 
PROGRAM NOTES 
 
 
Chanson perpetuelle, Op. 37  (1898)           Ernest Chausson 
         Text: Charles Cros        (1855-1899) 
 
Composed in 1898, Chanson perpetuelle was originally written for orchestra and 
voice, and later re-set for piano quintet and voice.61  Cros’s text, which tells of a woman 
who commits suicide by drowning after being abandoned by a lover, is enhanced 
musically by the fluidity of the instrumental lines and step-wise passages of the voice and 
instruments. Rubato adds to the water-like texture of the piece, with the piano line often 
overlapping the endings of vocal phrases, emulating the lapping of water. The word 
“perpétuelle,” which can be translated as "eternal," refers to the unchanging nature of the 
woman's love, despite the unfaithful lover. Written in C# minor, the piece moves through 
mostly minor key areas, with a brief modulation to parallel major while she is fantasizing 
about happier, earlier days.  The home key returns right after, as she is brought back 
down to reality. Tremolos and extreme pitches during the final measure of the piece echo 
her agitated mental state as she succumbs to release through death.  
 
																																																						
61Jean Gallois, "Chausson, Ernest," Grove Music Online, Oxford University Press, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/0549
0.	
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Bois frissonnants, ciel étoilé, 
mon bien-aimé s'en est allé, 
emportant mon cœur désolé! 
 
Vents, que vos plaintives rumeurs, 
que vos chants, rossignols charmeurs, 
aillent lui dire que je meurs! 
 
Le premier soir qu'il vint ici 
mon âme fut à sa merci. 
De fierté je n'eus plus souci. 
Mes regards étaient pleins d'aveux. 
Il me prit dans ses bras nerveux 
et me baisa près des cheveux. 
 
J'en eus un grand frémissement; 
et puis, je ne sais plus comment, 
il est devenu mon amant. 
Je lui disais: « Tu m'aimeras 
aussi longtemps que tu pourras! » 
Je ne dormais bien qu'en ses bras. 
 
Mais lui, sentant son cœur éteint, 
s'en est allé l'autre matin, 
sans moi, dans un pays lointain. 
 
Puisque je n'ai plus mon ami, 
Je mourrai dans l'étang, parmi 
les fleurs, sous le flot endormi. 
 
Sur le bord arrêtée, au vent 
je dirai son nom, en rêvant 
que là je l'attendis souvent. 
Et comme en un linceul doré, 
dans mes cheveux défaits, au gré 
du flot je m'abandonnerai. 
Les bonheurs passés verseront 
leur douce lueur sur mon front; 
et les joncs verts m'enlaceront. 
Et mon sein croira, frémissant 
sous l'enlacement caressant, 
subir l'étreinte de l'absent! 
 
Trembling trees, starry sky, 
my beloved has gone away, 
bearing with him my desolate heart! 
 
Winds, let your plaintive noises, 
let your songs, charming nightingales, 
tell him that I die! 
 
The first night he came here 
my soul was at his mercy. 
I no longer cared about my pride. 
My glances were full of promise. 
He took me into his trembling arms 
and kissed me near the hair. 
 
I felt a great quivering; 
and then, I don't know how, 
he became my lover. 
I said to him: "You will love me 
as long as you are able." 
I never slept as well as in his arms. 
 
But he, feeling his heart fade, 
left the other day, 
without me, for a foreign land. 
 
Since I no longer have my friend, 
I will die in this pool, among 
the flowers under the sleeping current. 
 
                    Arriving on the shoreline, 
I will speak his name to the wind, 
in a dream that I await him there. 
And like in a gilded shroud 
with hair tousled at the wind's whim, 
I will let myself go. 
The happy hours of the past 
will glimmer on my face, 
and the green reeds will entrap me. 
And my breast, shuddering under the caress 
of their entwinement, will believe it submits 
to the embrace of the one who left! 
  
*   *   * 
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Chansons madécasses (1925-26)      Maurice Ravel 
 Text: Évariste de Parny           (1875-1937) 
       
 
Known for his instrumental works, Ravel’s compositional style was almost 
unparalleled in the early twentieth century – the only person who came close was a 
fellow French composer by the name of Debussy.  One of his lesser-known vocal works, 
this piece was commissioned by Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge.62 Coolidge asked that 
Ravel pick a text of his choice, but “add flute and cello” to the piece. Choosing poems 
from de Parny’s Chansons madécasses, traduites en François, Ravel took this request 
and ran with it, pairing the setting of piano, cello, flute, and voice with his love of 
exoticism. The created work is nothing short of spectacular – sections of bitonality, 
driving rhythms simulating tribal drumming, and incredible text setting come together to 
create a truly French – and exotic – sound.  
 
1. Nahandove 
 
Nahandove, ô belle Nahandove!  
L'oiseau nocturne a commencé ses cris,  
la pleine lune brille sur ma tête,  
et la rosée naissante humecte mes cheveux.  
Voici l'heure: qui peut t'arrêter,  
Nahahndove, ô belle Nahandove! 
 
Le lit de feuilles est préparé;  
je l'ai parsemé de fleurs et d'herbes 
odoriférantes;  il est digne de tes charmes.  
Nahandove, ô belle Nahandove! 
 
Elle vient. J'ai reconnu la respiration  
précipitée que donne une marche rapide; 
j'entends le froissement de la pagne qui 
1. Nahandove 
 
Nahandove, oh beautiful Nahandove!  
The night bird has begun to sing, 
the full moon shines overhead,  
and the first dew is moistening my hair. 
Now is the time: who can be delaying you?  
Oh beautiful Nahandove! 
 
The bed of leaves is ready;  
I have strewn flowers and aromatic herbs; 
it is worthy of your charms,  
oh beautiful Nahandove! 
 
She is coming. I recognize the rapid breathing  
of someone walking quickly;  
I hear the rustle of her skirt.  
																																																						
62 Barbara L. Kelly, "Ravel, Maurice, " Grove Music Online, Oxford University Press, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/5214
5. 
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l'enveloppe;  c'est elle, c'est Nahandove, la 
belle Nahandove! 
 
Reprends haleine, ma jeune amie;  
repose-toi sur mes genoux.  
Que ton regard est enchanteur!  
Que le mouvement de ton sein est vif et 
délicieux  
sous la main qui le presse!  
Tu souris, Nahandove, ô belle Nahandove! 
 
Tes baisers pénètrent jusqu'à l'âme;  
tes caresses brûlent tous mes sens;  
arrête, ou je vais mourir.  
Meurt-on de volupté,  
Nahandove, ô belle Nahandove? 
 
Le plaisir passe comme un éclair.  
Ta douce haleine s'affaiblit,  
tes yeux humides se referment,  
ta tête se penche mollement,  
et tes transports s'éteignent dans la langueur.  
Jamais tu ne fus si belle, 
Nahandove, ô belle Nahandove! 
 
Tu pars, et je vais languir dans les regrets et 
les désirs.  
Je languirai jusqu'au soir.  
Tu reviendras ce soir,  
Nahandove, ô belle Nahandove! 
 
 
2. Méfiez-vous des Blancs 
 
Auoa! Auoa! Méfiez-vous des blancs,  
habitants du rivage! 
Du temps de nos pères,  
des blancs descendirent dans cette île ;  
on leur dit: Voilà des terres,  
que vos femmes les cultivent.  
Soyez justes, soyez bons,  
et devenez nos frères. 
 
 
Les blancs promirent, et cependant  
ils faisaient des retranchements.  
It is she, it is the beautiful Nahandove! 
 
 
Catch your breath, my young sweetheart;  
rest on my lap.   
How enchanting your gaze is,  
how lively and delicious the motion of your 
breast as my hand presses it!   
You smile, oh beautiful Nahandove! 
 
 
Your kisses reach into my soul;  
your caresses burn all my senses.  
Stop or I will die!  
Can one die of ecstasy, 
Oh beautiful Nahandove? 
 
Pleasure passes like lightning. 
Your sweet breathing becomes calmer, 
your moist eyes close again,  
your head droops,  
and your raptures fade into weariness.  
Never were you so beautiful,  
oh beautiful Nahandove! 
 
Now you are leaving, and I will languish in 
sadness and desires. 
I will languish until sunset.  
You will return this evening,  
oh beautiful Nahandove! 
 
 
2. Do not trust the white men 
 
Awa!  Awa!  Do not trust the white men, 
you shore-dwellers! 
In our fathers' day, 
white men came to this island.  
"Here is some land," they were told,  
"your women may cultivate it. 
Be just, be kind,  
and become our brothers." 
 
 
The whites promised, and all the while 
they were making entrenchments. 
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Un fort menaçant s'éleva ; 
le tonnerre fut renfermé 
dans des bouches d'airain ; 
leurs prêtres voulurent nous donner 
un Dieu que nous ne connaissons pas ; 
ils parlèrent enfin 
d'obéissance et d'esclavage: 
Plutôt la mort ! 
Le carnage fut long et terrible ; 
mais, malgré la foudre qu'ils vormissaient, 
et qui écrasait des armées entières, 
ils furent tous exterminés.  
 
Nous avons vu de nouveaux tyrans, 
plus forts et plus nombreaux, 
planter leur pavillon sur le rivage: 
le ciel a combattu pour nous; 
il a fait tomber sur eux les pluies, 
les tempêtes et les vents empoisonnés. 
Ils ne sont plus, et nous vivons libres. 
Auoa! Auoa! Méfiez-vous des blancs, 
habitants du rivage! 
 
 
 
3. Il est doux de se coucher 
 
Il est doux de se coucher,  
durant la chaleur, sous un arbre touffu,  
et d'attendre que le vent du soir amène la 
fraîcheur. 
 
Femmes, approchez.  
Tandis que je me repose ici sous un arbre 
touffu, occupez mon oreille par vos accents 
prolongés. Répétez la chanson de la jeune 
fille, 
lorsque ses doigts tressent la natte 
ou lorsqu'assise auprès du riz,  
elle chasse les oiseaux avides. 
 
Le chant plaît à mon âme. La danse est pour 
moi Presque aussi douce qu'un baiser.  
Que vos pas soient lents;  
qu'ils imitent les attitudes du plaisir  
et l'abandon de la volupté. 
They built a menacing fort, 
and they held thunder captive  
in brass cannon; 
their priests tried to give us 
a God we did not know; 
and later they spoke 
of obedience and slavery.  
Death would be preferable!  
The carnage was long and terrible; 
but despite their vomiting thunder 
which crushed whole armies, 
 they were all wiped out.  
 
We saw new tyrants, 
stronger and more numerous, 
pitching tents on the shore.  
Heaven fought for us. 
It caused rain, tempests, and poison winds to 
fall on them.  
They are dead, and we live free! 
Awa! Awa!  Do not trust the white men, 
you shore-dwellers! 
 
 
 
3. It is sweet in the hot afternoon 
 
It is sweet in the hot afternoon, 
to lie under a leafy tree  
and wait for the evening breeze to bring 
coolness. 
 
Come, women. 
While I rest here under a leafy tree, 
fill my ears with your sustained tones.   
Sing again the song of the girl plaiting her 
hair, 
or the girl sitting near the ricefield. 
chasing away the greedy birds. 
 
     
Singing pleases my soul; and dancing is 
nearly as sweet as a kiss. 
Tread slowly,  
and make your steps suggest the postures of 
pleasure and ecstatic abandonment. 
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Le vent du soir se lève;  
la lune commence à briller au travers  
des arbres de la montagne. 
Allez, et préparez le repas. 
 
The breeze is starting to blow;  
the moon glistens through 
 the mountain trees.   
Go, and prepare the evening meal. 
 
 
*   *   * 
Selections from Italienisches Liederbuch (1892; 1896)    Hugo Wolf 
Text: Paul Heyse; translated from Italian     (1860-1903) 
 
Hugo Wolf is a composer noted for intensifying Lied through the end of the 
Romantic period. His sense of tonality and setting of words pushed into Wagnerian 
territory, while maintaining the traditional elements of German song set forth by Schubert 
and Schumann. Having previously composed a set of Lied based off Paul Heyse’s 
translations of Spanish songs, he decided to compose music for 46 anonymous Italian 
poems, translated also by Heyse.63 These 46 Lieder were published in two volumes – 
volume I in 1892, and volume 2 in 1896. Deeply driven by poetry, Wolf uses themes, 
rhythms, tonal colors, and voice interaction with piano to paint the backdrop of the text. 
In “Sterb ich,” gentle left-hand piano rhythms create an ostinato that seems to pulse, like 
the beating of a heart. “Wir haben beide lange” uses open, sustained downbeat chords to 
create the sense of time passing without speaking, then quickly changes to major when 
the text talks of angels and peace. For “Schweig einmal still,” Wolf composes into the 
piano part sounds of a donkey braying, appropriate for the topic of the piece, while the 
vocalist navigates large jumps in the vocal line to indicate either her dismay or her 
disdain of bad singing. “Ein Ständchen Euch zu bringen”, playfully written in compound 
																																																						
63	Eric Sams and Susan Youens, "Wolf, Hugo," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music 
Online, Oxford University Press, accessed November 3, 
2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/musi
c/52073pg7. 
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meter, starts simply to match the statements made by the vocalist, then grows in fervor as 
the singer makes known his desires for the young girl. Finally, “Ich hab in Penna” ends 
this set in barn-burner fashion, virtuosic piano writing strengthening the woman’s listing 
of conquests in villages all over Italy.  
 
 
Sterb' ich, so hüllt in Blumen meine 
Glieder 
 
Sterb' ich, so hüllt in Blumen meine Glieder; 
Ich wünsche nicht, daß ihr ein Grab mir grabt. 
Genüber jenen Mauern legt mich nieder, 
Wo ihr so manchmal mich gesehen habt. 
Dort legt mich hin, in Regen oder Wind; 
Gern sterb ich, ist's um dich, geliebtes Kind. 
Dort legt mich hin in Sonnenschein und 
Regen; 
Ich sterbe lieblich, sterb' ich deinetwegen. 
 
Wir haben beide 
 
Wir haben Beide lange Zeit geschwiegen, 
Auf einmal kam uns nun die Sprache wieder. 
Die Engel, die herab vom Himmel fliegen, 
Sie brachten nach dem Krieg den Frieden 
wieder. 
Die Engel Gottes sind herabgeflogen, 
Mit ihnen ist der Frieden eingezogen. 
Die Liebesengel kamen über Nacht 
Und haben Frieden meiner Brust gebracht. 
 
Schweig' einmal still 
 
Schweig einmal still, du garst'ger Schwätzer 
dort! 
Zum Ekel ist mir dein verwünschtes Singen. 
Und triebst du es bis morgen früh so fort, 
Doch würde dir kein schmuckes Lied 
gelingen. 
Schweig einmal still und lege dich aufs Ohr! 
Das Ständchen eines Esels zög ich vor. 
 
 
If I die, shroud my limbs in flowers 
 
If I die, then shroud my limbs with flowers; 
I do not wish that you dig a grave for me. 
Lay me down by those walls, 
Where so often you have seen me. 
There lay me down, in rain or wind; 
Gladly I would die, if it is for you, dear child. 
There lay me down in  sunshine and in rain; 
Sweetly I die, if it is for your sake. 
 
 
 
We have both  
 
We have both been silent a long time, 
All at once, speech has come to us again. 
The angels who fly down from heaven 
Have brought peace again after the war. 
The angels of God have flown down 
And peace has moved in with them. 
The angels of love came overnight 
And have brought peace to my breast. 
 
 
Be silent for once 
 
Be silent for once, you detestable babbler! 
Your cursed singing makes me sick. 
And if you carried on so until tomorrow 
morning, 
You would still not manage a decent song. 
Be silent for once, and lay yourself on the ear! 
I would prefer the serenade of a donkey! 
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Ein Ständchen Euch zu bringen  
 
Ein Ständchen Euch zu bringen kam ich her, 
Wenn es dem Herrn vom Haus nicht 
ungelegen. 
Ihr habt ein schönes Töchterlein. 
Es wär wohl gut, sie nicht zu streng im Haus 
zu hegen. 
Und liegt sie schon im Bett, so bitt ich sehr, 
Tut es zu wissen ihr von meinetwegen, 
Daß ihr Getreuer hier vorbeigekommen, 
Der Tag und Nacht sie in den Sinn 
genommen, 
Und daß am Tag, der vierundzwanzig zählt, 
Sie fünfundzwanzig Stunden lang mir fehlt. 
 
Ich hab in Penna 
 
Ich hab in Penna einen Liebsten wohnen, 
In der Maremmeneb'ne einen andern, 
Einen im schönen Hafen von Ancona, 
Zum Vierten muß ich nach Viterbo wandern; 
Ein Andrer wohnt in Casentino dort, 
Der Nächste lebt mit mir am selben Ort, 
Und wieder einen hab' ich in Magione, 
Vier in La Fratta, zehn in Castiglione. 
I have come to serenade you 
 
I have come to serenade  you, 
If the master of the house does not object. 
You have a beautiful daughter. 
It might be good if you did not keep her too 
strictly indoors. 
And if she's already in bed, I beg you, 
Let her know, for my sake, 
That her true love came by, 
Who keeps her in his thoughts day and night, 
And that in a day of twenty-four hours, 
I miss her twenty-five. 
 
 
 
I have in Penna 
 
I have a lover living in Penna, 
Another one in the Maremma plain, 
One in the lovely harbor of Ancona, 
And for the fourth I must go to Viterbo; 
Another one lives in Casentino, 
The next lives in the same place as I, 
And yet another one have I in  Magione, 
Four in La Fratta, ten in Castiglione! 
 
 
*   *   *  
 
Art Songs             Giacomo Puccini  
           (1858-1924) 
 
Known mostly for his beautiful and timeless operas, Puccini was also a wonderful 
writer of art song.  A compositional master of the human voice, these songs are every bit 
as equal to his better-known arias, both vocally and artistically.  Set is typically Puccini 
fashion (doubling of the vocal line in the instrumental parts, lush melodies, thematic 
elements), the songs chosen for this set demonstrate everything he does in his arias, and 
almost at equal length.  “Storiella d’amore” could almost be heard as movie music, his 
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charming yet not overcomplicated composition perfectly creating a backdrop for a love 
story.  “Morire?” is a passionate song about one of our biggest questions: who knows the 
meaning of life? The play of piano against voice works beautifully, and an ending 
recitative section resembles the end of “Sì, mi chiamano Mimì” from La bohème.  “E 
l’uccellino” is a cute lullaby, with the singing of the birds heard through the piano as the 
mother whispers love words to her baby, and “Sole e amore.”  The listener may also hear 
Puccini quote himself in this short song – a very familiar quote, at that.  
 
Storiella d’amore 
(1883; text: Ghislanzoni) 
 
Noi leggevamo insieme un giorno per diletto 
Una gentile istoria piena di mesti amor, 
E senz'alcun sospetto ella sedeami a lato 
Sul libro avventurato intenta il guardo e il cor. 
L'onda dè suoi capelli il volto a me lambia, 
Eco alla voce mia, eco faceano i suoi sospir. 
Gli occhi dal libro alzando 
Nel suo celeste viso, 
Io vidi in un sorriso riflesso il mio desir. 
La bella mano al core strinsi di gioia ansante... 
Né più leggemmo avante...  
E cadde il libro al suol. 
Noi leggevamo insieme, Ah! Ah! 
Un lungo, ardente bacio congiunse i labbri 
aneli, e ad ignorati cieli  
L'alme spiegaro il vol. 
 
 
 
 
 
Morire?  
(1917; text: Adami)  
 
Morire? E chi la sa qual è la vita? 
Questa che s'apre luminosa e schietta, 
ai fascini, agli amori, alle speranze, 
Story of Love  
 
 
We were reading together one day for fun 
A lovely story full of sad love, 
And without any suspicion she sat next to me 
Her eyes and heart intent on the book. 
The wave of her hair caressed my face, 
Her sighs were the echo to my voice. 
She look up from the book  
and in her heavenly face, 
I saw her smile reflected in my desire. 
I pressed her lovely hand to my heart panting 
with joy... 
We read no further,  
and the book fell to the floor. 
We were reading together, ah! ah! 
A long passionate kiss brought our ardent lips 
together, and our souls flew  
to unknown skies. 
 
 
 
 
To Die? 
 
 
To die? And who knows what is life? 
Is it this one that opens, shining and pure, 
to the charms, the loves, the hopes, 
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o quella che in rinunce s'è assopita? 
È la semplicità timida e queta 
che si tramanda come ammonimento, 
come un segreto di virtù segreta 
perché ognuno raggiunga la sua meta, 
o non piuttosto il vivo balenare 
di sogni nuovi sovra sogni stanchi, 
e la pace travolta e l'inesausta 
fede d'avere per desiderare? 
Ecco io non lo so. Ma voi che siete 
all'altra sponda sulla riva immensa 
ove fiorisce il fiore della vita, 
son certo lo saprete. 
 
 
E l’uccellino 
(1898; text: Fucini) 
 
E l'uccellino canta sulla fronda: 
Dormi tranquillo, boccuccia d'amore; 
Piegala giù quella testina bionda, 
Della tua mamma posala sul cuore. 
E l'uccellino canta su quel ramo: 
Tante cosine belle imparerai, 
Ma se vorrai conoscer quant'io t'amo, 
Nessuno al mondo potrà dirlo mai! 
E l'uccellino canta al ciel sereno: 
Dormi, tesoro mio, qui sul mio seno. 
 
Sole e amore 
(1888; text: Puccini) 
 
Il sole allegramente batte ai tuoi vetri; 
Amor pian pian batte al tuo cuore, 
E l'uno e l'altro chiama. 
Il sole dice:  O dormente, mostrati  
che sei bella. 
Dice l'amor: Sorella,  ol tuo primo pensier 
pensa a chi t'ama! Pensa! 
Al Paganini, G. Puccini  
or is it the one that dozed off in 
renunciations? 
Is the bashful and calm simplicity 
that is handed down as a warning, 
like a secret of a secret life 
so that everyone can reach his goal, 
or rather the lively flash 
of new dreams over jaded dreams, 
and the overwhelmed peace and the 
inexhaustible faith you need to have in order 
to desire? I don't know. But you who are 
on the other side, on the vast shore 
where the flower of life blossoms - 
I am sure you know. 
 
And the little bird 
 
 
And the little bird sings on the branch: 
Sleep calmly, my love; 
Rest your little blond head  
on your mother's heart. 
And the little bird sings on that branch: 
You will learn so many beautiful things, 
But if you want to know how much I love 
you, no one in the world can ever tell you! 
And the bird sings to the serene sky: 
Sleep, my treasure, here on my breast. 
 
The Sun and Love 
 
 
The sun joyfully taps at your windows; 
Love softly, softly taps at your heart,  
And one calls to the other. 
The sun says: “O sleeper, show yourself for 
you are beautiful!”  
Love says: “Sister, with your first thought 
Think of the one who loves you! Think!” 
To Paganini, G. Puccini 
 
 
 
 
* * * 
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Art Songs                John Jacob Niles (1892 – 1980)  
 
 
John Jacob Niles, called the “Dean of American Balladeers,” was born in 
Louisville, Kentucky, on April 28, 1892. Known for his beautiful memlodies and rich 
accompaniments, his compositions continue to be some of the most-sung songs in the 
repertoire. Niles’s musical contribution is seen primarily in the world of folk song, as he 
either composed his melodies based off folk tunes heard in the Appalachian mountains, 
or set original folk songs to new music. A proponent of folk music, Niles said, “A 
national culture is a tenacious thing. . . found in its best and purest form in the arts of the 
lowliest citizens-that is, the folk-art creations of the nation.”64   
“Go ‘Way from My Window” is a Niles original, and one of the earliest songs he 
composed.  The strophic setting guides the listener through the angry part of heartbreak, 
and gives the vocalist plenty of opportunity for dramatic interpretation. “Black is the 
Color”  is one of Niles’s most popular tunes, featuring a haunting melody and a lovesick 
text.  “Ribbon Bow,” another folk tune, tells the story of a young girl, poor in social class, 
but rich in personality, and features the capital of Kentucky in its text. “The Wild Rider” 
ends the set with a rousing tale of a young girl who has given her heart to a bronco rider.  
The accompaniment features rhythms that imitate a bucking bronco, and the melody line 
echoes with leaps in the voice. She loves her wild rider, but warns the audience at the end 
to protect their hearts! 
 
 
																																																						
64 Helen Shea Johnson, “Features: John Jacob Niles: The Minstrel of Boone Creek," 
Music Journal, 1980, 14.   
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Presents 
A Performance Guide 
to Selected 
Niles-Merton Songs 
 
a Doctor of Music Arts 
Lecture Recital 
 
with Dr. Tedrin Blair Lindsay, Piano 
Thursday, January 19, 2017 
 
 
PROGRAM 
 
Lecture Component 
• Introduction/Topic 
• Background on John Jacob Niles 
• Background on Thomas Merton 
• Composition of the Niles-Merton Songs 
• Manuscripts and Photographs 
 
 
Song Component: 
• “A Responsory, 1948” 
• “The Weathercock on the Cathedral of Quito” 
• “Evening” 
• “Prayer (Great Prayer)” 
• “The Greek Women” 
• “The Ohio River - Louisville” 
• “Lament of a Maiden for the Warrior’s Death” 
• “Wisdom” 
• “For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 1943” 
 
 
*Program notes omitted. The lecture recital discussed the same information as the thesis.  
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Appendix 
 
List of all songs in The Niles-Merton Songs 
 
Opus 171: 
1. The Messenger 
2. The Nativity (Carol) 
3. A Responsory, 1948 
4. Sundown 
5. When You Point Your Finger 
6. The Weathercock on the Cathedral of Quito 
7. Evening 
8. Prayer (Great Prayer) 
9. Love Winter When the Plant Says Nothing 
10. Lament of a Maiden for the Warrior’s Death 
Opus 172: 
11. O Sweet Irrational Worship 
12. Autumn 
13. Wisdom 
14. The Mirror’s Mission 
15. For My Brother: Reported Missing in Action, 1943 
16. The Greek Women 
17. Cana 
18. The Ohio River: Louisville  
19. Original Sin (A Memorial Anthem for Father’s Day) 
20. Birdcage Walk 
21. Jesus Weeps into the Fire 
22. Mosaic: St. Praxed’s  
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